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CHAPTER I : THE CLASS OF A-/5 COMPOUWS

The two materials studied in this thesis belong to the class known as
the g-tungsten or A-15 compounds. This crystal structure is so named
because, at its discovery , it was thought, one had synthesized a
second phase of crystalline tungsten. Since it was the 15th monotype
crystal structure, denoted as A, A-15 is also used. The continuing
interest in A-15 compounds ( A B ) is mainly due to the fact that
several of them are high temperature superconductors. For example V.Si
0

0

0

0

(T c =17.1 K), V 3 Ga (16.8 K), Nb 3 Sn (18 K), Nb 3 Al (18.5 K) and Nb 3 Ge
(23 K) all are among the highest Τ

superconductors now known after

more than 70 years of research. Nb_Sn is actually used in the con
struction of superconducting magnets for fields in excess of 10 Tesla,
despite the difficulties involved in fabricating long continuous wires
of this brittle material. Unfortunately many of the high temperature
superconductors are unstable which is manifested by both their
anomalous elastic constants and multitude of structural transforma
tions 2 .
Unlike Nb-jSn, NbßSb becomes superconducting only at very low
temperatures (T <0.1 K ) . This property of NbjSb makes several experiments much simpler since the strong Meissnej: effect of Nb^Sn is easily
quenched in NbßSb. The electromagnetic properties of M ^ S n in the
normal state can only be determined in magnetic fields in excess of
220 kGauss (H

) . Above Τ , Laundau level broadening is so large that

quantum oscillations are damped out.
In order to understand these differences in the properties of
Nb,Sn and Nb-Sb, which differ by only 1 electron in 173, we have under
taken the calculation of their electronic structure by a¿ гпгіго

means.

Before discussing the calculations in the next chapters it is necessary
to explain the crystal structure of the A-15 compounds, this is done
below. A review on the status of the electronic structure of the A-15
materials also follows.
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The simple cubic unit cell for the A-15 structure is shown in figure
1.1. The crystal, denoted as Α-B, has 2 В atoms and 6 A atoms per unit
cell. The A atoms are always transition metal atoms, whereas the В
atoms can be either transition metal or non-transition metal atoms. In
the stoichiometric composition the В atoms form a body centered cubic
lattice, while the A atoms are situated on three mutually orthogonal
chains in the faces of the cubes. The interatomic separation in the
chains (intrachain) is about 20% smaller than the separation between A
atoms on different chains (interchain). The chain structure becomes
much clearer if several unit cells are drawn (figure 1.2).
The space group for the cubic A-15 structure is 0^ (Pm3n), which
is a non-symmorphic space group. With the origin at a В atom site, the
symmetry operations for this space group are of two types. First, there
are 24 space group operations of the form {α|κ }, where α is a point
group operation in Τ

and R

R "ад(піх+П2У+Пз2). Here the

is a primitive translation
n^ are integers and x, у and ζ are unit

vectors along the x, у and ζ axes, respectively. In addition, there are
24 space group operations {a'|R +τ}, where a' spans the remaining 24
point group operations on 0, and τ is a nonprimitive translation
T=^aQ(x+y+z). This latter space group operations, known as glide planes,
make it more difficult to find the basis functions of the 0." irreducih
ble representations than in symmorphic cubic^groups. The irreducible
representations have been discussed by Gorzkowski3 and Mattheiss1*. The
point group symmetry of the В sites is Т,(тЗ). The point group symmetry
of the A sites is lower, D_, (42m).
¿n

The A-15 compounds have a simple cubic Bravais lattice. Therefore,
the first Brillouin zone for them is also a cube, which is given in the
figure 1.3. The notation of Bouckaert, Smoluchowski, and Wigner 5 (BSW)
is to label the high symmetry points and lines. The irreducible
representations for points inside thé first Brillouin zone are equal to
the corresponding representations inside the θ} Brillouin zone. On the
surface of the Brillouin zone the irreducible representations can be
different1*. The point group of the wave vector at the symmetry points X
and M is D/v,! with sixteen operations. At X, four two-dimensional
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irreducible representations are found; at M, there are eight onedimensional (M.,1=1,8) and two two-dimensional (Mq and Μ | η ) represen
tations. The point group of the wave vector at R is 0^, and there are
three two-dimensional (R£,i=l,3) and one six-dimensional representation
(R,). Gorzkowski' has pointed out that R. and R„ are degenerate

as a

consequence of time reversal symmetry. Along the symmetry line Τ the
point group of the wave vector is C, , there are four one-dimensional
(T.,1=1,4) and one two-dimensional (T_) irreducible representations.
The point group of the wave vector along the lines S and Ζ is C„ ,
with four operations. Along S there is only one two-dimensional
representation while Ζ has four one-dimensional representations.
The compatibility relations for points of the Brillouin zone are
summarized in table 1.1. The notation used in this latter table is
identical to that introduced by Mattheiss , except the relation between
the M point and the Ζ line and two printing errors in the table of
Mattheiss. The compatibility relations for the Γ point are given for
example in reference 4.
The symmetry label of the calculated bands is determined from the
wave function expressed in the plane wave basis (see APW section):

Ν
N
= Σ С. ψ.= E С. exp [i(G.+îc).r] .
J
j=l J J j=l J

(1)

To construct a linear combination of plane wave functions which transforms as an irreducible representation a, one must apply the projection
operator

Ρ = Σ (χ")* R
a
R
R

(2)

to an arbitrary plane wave basis vector Ψ. 7 . R is an operator of the
->α .
space group of wave vector к , and χ is the character of the
К
irreducible representation a. An extra complication arises from the
complex nature of the glide plane operations. A glide plane is a product
12

TABLE I.1

Compatibility relations for points of the Brillouin zone
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of a point operation and a non-primitive translation, here T=£ao(x+y+z).
These glide planes introduce into the projector (2) an additional phase
factor

of the form:

exp R[i 2. τ], exp R [i ϊς.τ]

(3)

where G is a reciprocal lattice vector. The first factor can have the
value +_ 1 depending on the even- or oddness of the sum of the G
components and the point group operator involved. The second factor is
G independent and is constant in a plane wave basis at a particular к
point.
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Literature

review

In this section we summarize some of the theoretical and experimental
work done on the class of A-15 compounds.
Since the discovery9 in 1954 that V^Si is superconducting at 17 K,
most of the materials with the highest superconducting transition
temperatures (T c ) have had the A-15 structure. In addition to high T c
values, a number of A-15 compounds have anomalous temperature
dependences2 of various normal state properties. The elastic constants,
magnetic susceptibility and Knight shift are normally temperature
independent in metals; in A-15 compounds they are Τ dependent, with the
dependence generally being stronger for the higher Τ

materials.

Another fascinating property of the A-15 compounds with high T c values
is a structural transformation, actually characterized as Martensitic
transformation, from cubic to tetragonal, at low temperature. The
early X-ray determinations 10 indicated a Martensitic transformation at
a transition temperature T m =21 0 K for V3SÌ and T m =45 0 K for МЪзЗп. T m
varies for different samples, this is attributed to deviations from
perfect stoichiometry. Subsequently neutron diffraction studies by
Shirane and A x e 1 1 verified a sublattice distortion of the Nb atoms in
МЪзЗп, a possibility suggested by Anderson and Blount 1 2 as a necessary
accompaniment of a tetragonal distortion assuming that the order para
meter has Г12 symmetry. More recently, structural transitions have been
seen in other high Τ
in low T c

A-15 materials. No transitions have been reported

A-15's.

Two different mechanisms have been proposed to explain the origin
of these anomalous properties. The first involves an unusually sharp
peak in the electronic density of states near the Fermi energy, Ν(Ερ).
The detailed shape of the N(E) curve near E F is not critical in these
models, since qualitatively similar results are obtained by Clogston
and Jaccarino 1 3 with a parabolic peak, Labbé and Friedel11* with a
square root singularity and Cohen et

a i . 1 5 with a step function.

According to these models, N(E F ) (per A atom) is typically 2 to 3
times larger than that derived by McMillan 16 for V and Nb metals from
specific heat and superconductivity data. More important, these models
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infer that N(E) changes abruptly within a few mRy to a small fraction
of its value at Ep.
The second mechanism, which has been proposed by Testardi1 ,
emphasizes the phononic rather than the electronic density of states.
According to this model the unusually large anharmonic motion of the A
atoms in the A-15 lattice at low temperatures is responsible for
significant corrections to the specific heat and produces a strong
temperature dependent phonon enhancement of the electronic properties
of these materials.
Most simplified band models for the A-15 compounds emphasize the
fact that the A atoms form three sets of mutually perpendicular chains
for which the intrachain separation is about 20% smaller than the
interchain separation. Weger 18 suggested that this would result in an
one-dimensional band structure and Fermi surface for these compounds,
provided that the second neighbor interchain interactions were
negligible. This forms the basis for the Labbé-Friedel linear chain
model11* which treats the A atom d bands as being purely one-dimensional
in character. These d bands are overlapped by a broad s-p band such
that E F falls within a few mRy of a square root singularity in N(E).
This model could be fit to the Τ dependence of the normal state
properties. Their model could also account, via a band Jahn-Teller
mechanism which splits the degeneracy, due to the Martensitic
transition, at low temperature. Gor'kov 1 9 has noted that the symmetry
of the A-15 structure causes bands to stick together at the X point of
the Brillouin zone. Placing Ep near a degenerate X level and including
electron-electron interactions can account for the various Τ dependen
ces. The model of Gor'kov can also explain the Martensitic transition.
Recently, Lee et a l .

20

have proposed a model based on a sixfold

degenerate level at the R point in the Brillouin zone. The validity of
this model is discussed in chapter lib. Their model explains also the
aforementioned anomalies. Its most notable attribute is that it does
not assume any one-dimensional character of the electronic spectrum.
The disconcerting observation that distinct models (Labbé-Friedel,
Gor'kov and variations on these) can describe the phenomena equally
well has led Bhatt 21 to show that, despite different electron-lattice
coupling mechanisms, the associated Landau models give results that are
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nearly identical in form. This suggests that perhaps none of the
microscopic models proposed thus far are an accurate reflection of the
A-15 electronic structure. Clearly, first principles approach to
electronic structure would be desirable.
The field of ab гр.ъЬъо band calculations for A-15 compounds was
6

pioneered by Mattheiss , who carried out Augmented Plane Wave (APW)
calculations on several A-15 compounds. These 1965 calculations were
non self-consistent, were done only at high symmetry points in the
Brillouin zone and were relatively poorly converged (^30 mRy). These
shortcomings were mostly due to computer limitations. Subsequent
calculations by Mattheiss
(all high Τ

22

in 1975 for VjSi,

зСе, NbjAl and

itbjSn

materials) had an order of magnitude better convergence.

The calculations included a warped muffin-tin potential and the Linear
Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) method was used as an inter
polation scheme. The density of states and other related quantities
were determined. Perhaps the main conclusion drawn from these studies
was that there was no evidence for noticeable one-dimensional features
in the electronic structure. Jarlborg and Arbman 2 3 have applied the
Linear Muffin Tin Orbital (LMTO) method to a large number of A-15's
and made comparison of the resulting density of states with experimen
tal photoemission data. Klein et

αϊ.71*

have carried the APW method to

self-consistency, including warping terms, but retaining a spherically
averaged potential within the muffin-tin region (see chapter IIa).
Lately Pickett et

a î . 2 5 reported A-15 band calculations for Nb^Ge and

NboAl. There self-consistent pseudopotential method was applied. W e 2 6
have also applied the APW method, but for the first time using a general
form of potential across the entire crystal unit cell. Our energy bands
are non self-consistent (see chapter V ) .
The relative sparcity of band structure results for a class of
materials as important and poorly understood as the A-lS's reflects
the difficulty and expense of carrying through the calculations.
High precision experimental studies of the k-space electronic
structure of A-15 compounds are required in order to evaluate the
importance of the various theoretical models. Experiments which probe
the Fermi surface are essential. To date there have been a number of
experimental investigations of the Fermi surface by a variety of
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of experimental techniques. Graebner and Kunzler 27 measured the magnetothermal oscillations of V,Ge. Arko el

GZ·. 2 8 used the de Haas-van Alphen

(dHvA) effect and studied NbgSb. Arko et

al.

observed dHvA oscilla-

tions in NbßSn. These latter results were quite preliminary because of
the inherent difficulty of the experiment

. High field magneto-

resistance and Shubnikov-de Haas effect were studied by Sellmyer et
30

at.

. The positron annihilation technique has also been applied to the

study of the Fermi surface in V3SÌ 3 1 , which is isoelectronic to NbßSn.
More recently, two-dimensional angular correlation of angular radiation,
preformed independently by Manuel et

at.

32

and Farmer et

al.

, have

yielded additional information concerning V^Si.
Photoemission results have been compared to a variety of density
of states calculations, some of which will be discussed below. NMR,
specific heat and susceptibility measurements have also been untertaken,
their results can also be used for density of states comparison.
Numerous other measurements have been made including Knight shift and
spin echo studies

.

However our work deals mainly with the Fermi surface properties of
НЬзЗп and NbjSb, thus the preceeding work will not be extensively
discussed. We are mainly concerned with the relationship between theory
and experiment of the Fermi surface and how it influences super
conductivity.
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CHAPTER II ·· В А Ш STRUCTURE METHOPS APPLIED TO A7 5 COMPOUNDS

This chapter describes the computational methods that are used to
obtain the theoretical pictures of the two A-15 compounds Nb^Sn and
Nb-jSb. Discussed here are the Augmented Plane Wave (APW) method for
calculating the energy bands; the generalized k.p method for fitting
these bands and the tetrahetron method for Brillouin zone integrations.

Ha

: The APW method

The first section gives the common concepts of the APW method, while
the second section explains the necessary crystal potential approxima
tions used in the APW method which are needed for performing APW
calculations on non-spherical A-15 compounds. The third section lists
the potential - and APW calculation details.

Concepts
The Augmented Plane Wave method was originally proposed in 1937 by
J.С

Slater . Of course, at that time there were no high speed computers

available. The first calculation, done in 1939, had to be carried out
using a desk calculator. In the ^ЗО'з there were some suggested
modifications in an attempt to simplify the original scheme. In the
beginning of the sixties the Solid State and Molecular Theory Group
under direction of Slater at M.I.T. programmed the original form on a
Whirlwind computer. From that time on a flood of calculations started
to appear in the literature. In the last twenty years the 1937 form of
the APW has been extended, without changing in essence. These exten
sions are self-consistency, corrections to non-sphericity of the crystal
potential and relativistic generalizations. Here we explain the APW
method as far as necessary to understand certain modifications applied
here and the inherent limitations of our calculations. For a complete
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understanding of the method the interested reader can consult either
2

the book by Loucks or the review articles by Dimmock

3

and Mattheiss

et

4

al.

In a perfect stoichiometric infinite crystal the electronic
potential energy is completely repetitious. This periodicity can be
expressed for a cubic unit cell by

V(r)=V(r+R)

(I)

where

К=ао(п 1 х+П2У + пзг)

(2)

Here ag is the lattice constant and the n^ are integers and x, у and ζ
are unit vectors along the main axes. Block's theorem

Фь(:?+5)=фь(?).ехр[і(к.К)]

(3)

states that the same periodicity can be found in the electronic density
|ψ| 2 . However, the wave function ψ has different phases in different
unit cells. The space of wave vector k, the reciprocal space also has a
periodicity. A state with wave vector k+G, where G is defined by

î - j 1 (шіК +m 2 E +тэК )
ад
A
y
ζ

with the m· integers and E , £

and E

(4)

the basis vectors of the recipro

cal cubic lattice, satisfies the Block condition as if it had the wave
vector k. To describe the electronic structure of a crystal it is
sufficient to consider those wave vectors contained inside the smallest
region, called Brillouin zone, bounded by the planes which perpendicu
larly bisect the reciprocal vectors given in (4). For a cubic unit cell,
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Figure 2.1 Crystal potential (a) and muffin-tin
of а вриаге tuo-dimensional lattice (after

potential
Slater1^)

(b)

as in the AlS's, the Brillouin zone is also a cube, with the edge
2π
length equal — . In order to represent all the different states which
a
0
happen to have the same wave vector inside the Brillouin zone, a com
plete set must include either all of the wave vectors k+G in a plane
wave representation or all bands n.
The APW method is traditionally based on the muffin-tin or
spherical approximation to the actual crystal potential, V(r): inside
spheres centered at each atomic site, the potential is assumed to be
spherically symmetric, and outside these spheres the potential is taken
to be constant. For many materials especially closed packed metals this
is a good approximation. In fig. 2.1 we illustrate by a two dimensional
case the nature of this potential. This simplification also yields
accurate results in transition metals; in fact in these systems the
non-spherical components of the potential are quite small, since the
major part of the d electrons are localized near the nuclei. The muffintin approximation can also give useful results in compounds in which
the site symmetry of each atom is high (e.g. cubic). In the A-15
structure a prominent feature is the relatively low site symmetry of
the A transition metal atoms. In addition, the A atom nearest neighbors
typically liei8% closer in the A-15 structure than in the bcc structure
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lor the A atoms. This leads us to expect significant deviations from
spherical symmetry within the muffin-tin region in the A-15 structure.
Within the APW method, corrections can easily be made for nonconstant behavior of the potential outside the spheres, but nonspherical corrections inside the spheres are much more difficult to
treat. This difference comes from the different character of the
assumed crystal wave function used in the APW variational method.
The crystal wave function is of the form

Φ= Σ С. ψ(ϊί+0.,Γ)
2
J
1=1

(5)

where С· are the expansion parameters which determine the energy and
symmetry of Ф, and the "f's are the APW functions. The APW functions have
outside the muffin-tin spheres the form

Ч^(к,г)=ехр[і(к+С^).г]

(6)

and inside

Y(k,r)=Z

AlmM

YZm(rs) Rz(rs>E)

(7)

where I and m are the angular momentum quantum numbers, r s and r s are
length and angle of r s , respectively, where r s is the position according
to the muffin-tin centre. A-, (k) are the coefficients which are
determined from the continuity of the wave function at the sphere
boundaries, Y¿.m(rs) are spherical harmonics, and R-¡(TS,E)

are the

radial solution of the Schrödinger equation f or the spherical potential.
The A-, (k) have the following expansion

Аг;7!(к)=4тг exp[i(k.Rs)] ^^(Ю

^(kRj.) / ^ (Rs ,E)

(8)

where R s and R s are the position and the radius of the muffin-tin
sphere respectively. Jj(kR s ) is a spherical Bessel function or order J.
The values of the Ai (l?)1 s ensure that each of the APW basis functions
is continuous at the sphere boundaries. Since in practice the number of
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basis functions is limited, the derivative of the crystal wave
function (5) is discontinuous. As more APW functions are added to the
basis, the slope discontinuity is reduced.
The values of the expansion coefficients Cj are determined
variationally. The variational expression for the energy can be written
as

Е/Ф*Фаа=/Ф*НФао-і/(Ф*ІІ + Ф* т )(^« І 1 І - ¿ * M T ) d s

(9)

where the first two integrals are over the entire unit cell and the
last one over the surface of the muffin-tin spheres. Φ Τ Ν is the wave
function written as a linear combination of APW's with the form (6) in
the interstitial region and Φ % _ in the form (7) in the muffin-tin region.
MT
The last term in equation (9) arises from the slope discontinuity.
The next step is to determine the expansion parameters Cj in
equation (5), by minimizing the energy with respect to each coefficient

(l0)

§7 = °
J
This constraint gives the equations
œ

, .

. .

, .

Σ [H 1:I +S 1J -E A 1 J ] C.=0
J
j

(11)

where the part within the brackets comes from equation (9) by
substituting in equation (5). Non-trivial solution of Сj's will only be
found if the secular determinant is zero. The matrix elements of the
APW matrix can be written 2 as

ij

M =H

i;i

ij

ij

2

+ S - E A =nin
6..-4»
Ъ
V- . - , - - • • •
- R
0 (k?-E)
JJ
1J
s
J
s

e

1

*ij ^

¿І
s

(]2)

where
G 1 J = (k. .к.-ЕУЛк.-К
)/k. .
1
s
ι J
ij s' ij
Σ(2Ζ+1)Ρ (к. .i?.)J (k.R )«Mk.R )RÎ(R ,E)/R7(R .E)
Î
J 1 J ¿ 1 S ¿ J S ¿ . S
i s

(13)
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The APW matrix elements are energy dependent. Since the APW functions
are not orthogonal, the energy dependence occurs explicitly in both the
diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements. Furthermore, the energy also
appears implicitly in the logarithmic derivatives Rl/Rj.

Consequently,

the only feasible way of solving equation (II) is to evaluate the matrix
elements and secular determinant as a function of energy and use an
interpolation procedure to determine the zeros.

Potential

extensions

As pointed out above the muffin-tin approximation is not as good for the
A-15 structure as it is for more close packed crystal structures. This
problem arises from the low symmetry (D 9 h ) and expected anisotropic
electronic density at the A sides. Corrections to the muffin-tin
potential are necessary in an APW band calculation of an A-15 compound.
The correction for potential variations from the average in the
interstitial region is not difficult to achieve. The APW functions have
in this region'a plane wave character, so the correction to the APW
matrix elements has the form
A H

.. . -i(k+G.).r
_
i(k+G.).r
1
J
™ = iP e
(V(?)-V IN ) e
dn

(14)

where the integration is over the interstitital region. Ω is the unit
cell volume, and V T

is the potential averaged over the interstitial

region. It is impossible to perform the integration analytically,
because the crystal potential is not known in an analytic form. So the
integration is replaced by a summation
.. Ω
ΔΗ^ = - H
IN
Ω

N
_
i r .(G.-G.)
n
J
1
Σ (V(? )-VT„) e
.
n i «
n=l

(15)

wherefìjfjis the volume of the interstitial space, and N the number of
points in real space where the potential is calculated. Equation (15)
is an ordinary Fourier transformation of the crystal potential. Since
equation (15) is independent of к and E, it has to be evaluated only
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once for a particular potential and set of plane waves.
In order to avoid the difficult but necessary potential corrections
inside the muffin-tins one can diminish the sphere radii, until V(r g )
is spherical. The figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the crystal potential in an
[100] plane for M ^ S n and NbßSb, respectively. The dashed lines show
the maximum possible sphere radii, keeping the A and В spheres of equal
size, without overlapping spheres. The A and В sphere radii are kept
equal only because of computational advantages, i.e. the sum in
equation (12) is easier to evaluate. Averaging the potential while
using the maximum possible Nb spheres will cause severe losses in
accuracy, since the potential on the spheres varies from 0.4 Ry in the
chain direction to 0.8 Ry. This variation is too big to be ignored.
With a shorter radius this potential correction is transferred to the
interstitial region, where the potential deviations are correctable by
equation (15). This leads to much smaller spheres namely the bold ones
in the figures. The convergence in the energy levels becomes poor since
the plane waves have to describe much more potential structure;

the

potential is far from free electron like. An APW calculation with
interstitial corrections and with this small radius turned out to be
impossible, because the bands become converged using an APW function
basis of size 750! This is an impossible task with the performance
time of today's computers, since the time to solve the secular matrix
goes as N 3 where N is the number of APW basis functions.
Hence, non-spherical potential corrections inside the muffin-tin
spheres are necessary for the A-15 band calculations. The additions to
the APW matrix elements has the form

AH¿¿ = <ψ|ν(? 3 )-ν ΜΤ ( Γβ )|4<>
where V
Ml

(16)

(r ) is the spherical average at a particular radius r . The
S

s

wave function is expressed by equation (7). The integration is over all
muffin-tin space in one unit cell.
It is convenient to write the potential corrections in equation
(16) in terms of spherical harmonics, because the wave functions are
also expressed in spherical harmonics. The expansion of Д

has the

form
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LM
for every radius of length r . The evaluation of this equation is
discussed in the next section. Attention should be paid to equation
(17): in the standard APW scheme only the value zero is allowed for the
quantum numbers L and M. For each muffin-tin sphere equation (16)
becomes
ЛН

Й ( 3 ) = ¿υ / dnS,
M'm'^
I'm'

H'm'^s^V

(r

s'E)

Σ Y T „(r )VT„(r ) Σ A, (k.)Y, (f )R-,(r ,E)
., LM
s LM s -, lm J ι lm
s i s '
LM
lm

(18)

T

Reorganizing this equation in angle and radial dependence gives

Ч т

( 8 ) =

^ Д,,

А

1 ' т ' ^ 1

А

Ь(гі)

^ t

r

s2drs ^ • ( r s , E ) V m ( r s ) R z ( r S ) E )

π 2тг
ƒ ƒ sin θ de αφ Y* ,(r ) YTlu,(r ) Y 7 (f )
Ύ
0 0
I'm'
s LM s lm s

(19)

LM
The radial integration in equation (19) will be labelled I-, , 7
performed analogous to the standard APW scheme, see Loucks

2

and is

pages 56

through 60. This integration results in polynomials in energy. Since
the potential is no longer spherically symmetric the corrections of
(19) include coupling between I and I'.

In the spherically symmetric

case, only diagonal terms survive. The angular integration in
equation (19) is labelled C, , ,-, and are iust Gaunt coefficients. For
the evaluation of the Gaunt coefficients the reader should consult
Rotenberg5 or Messiah6. Equation (19) gives the muffin-tin corrections
for one sphere. To obtain the total corrections a summation over the 8
sites in the A-15 unit cell is required
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ΔΙ

0 " ¿ I ¿Jm А *' т ' ( з ' г і ) Ata(s'ÍÍj) ¿ ^'π'^'Ζ' ( 3 · Ε )

(20)

,

Substituting equation (8), from which the R 7 s are already included in
LM
the Ι-,-'ε, in equation (20) gives

ΔΗ^,I
"

= Σ Σ
s= I'm
Tm

Т

Σ (4π) 2 (-і)г'(і)г exp[-i(k+2.).5 +i(k+2.).R ]....
lm
Tm

1

S

j

S

Y 7 . , ( Ε . ) Υ ! (EOJ-^ík.R V 7 ( k . R ) Z C ^ „ I," (s,E)
Ζ 'm
ι ¿m j ¿
i s I j s ... l'm ' lm I ' I
LM

R e w r i t i n g t h e above e x p r e s s i o n

yields

Δ Η ϋ = Σ J 7 f ( k . R )Σ J 7 ( k . R ) Σ Y7 , , ( E . ) Σ Y7 ( Ε . ) Ρ 7 , 7
, ( 2 . - G . ,E)
MT , , ¿ ' i s ,
¿ iJ s
, I'm'
ι
Ifi Jj
l'I m'm J ι
ι
Í'
I
m'
m

(21)

with

ρ

, (г.-г.,Е)^ 2 ( - І ) г ' ( І ) '^ exP[i(G-2.).ts] Í C ^ ^ I ^ C . E )

Z-'i m'm

j

ι

fig

s

LM

(22)
The polynomials expressed by equation (22) depend on the quantum
numbers I'm'l

and m, and the differences of the reciprocal lattice

vectors, included in the APW basis functions. The polynomials are in
dependent of the wave vector in the Brillouin zone, so they are
calculated once an for all outside the main APW program. A mention
should be made about the real or complex character of these corrections.
Because the A-15 crystal includes inversion symmetry, only the real
part of the complex terms, like spherical harmonics, phase factors and
powers of i, will survive. The imaginary contributions to the
corrections will average to zero. Thus real arithmetic routines for
solving the secular matrix can be used rather than complex ones,
resulting in a 4 fold computer time savings.
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A-15 application

details

The choice of crystal potential is of prime importance for the accuracy
of a non-self-consistent band calculation. The crystal potential is
approximated by a potential derived from a superposition of HartreeFock-Slater self-consistent atomic charge densities. The assumed atomic
configuration for Nb is 4 d 2 5 s 1 , while that of the В atoms is either
5s 2 5p 2 (Sn) or 5s 2 5p 3 (Sb). The Slater exchange contribution to the atomic
potential is taken into account (a=l). A very good discussion of the
method and a tabulation of results for all the elements is given by
Herman and Skiliman7.
The muffin-tin potential is generated through the method suggested
by Mattheiss 8 . In this approach the spherically symmetric contributions
from the neighboring atoms are superimposed on the potential of the
concerned atom. The exchange and Coulombic contributions are treated
separately. The Coulombic part is composed of contributions of the form

V 0 (r)=2 Z/r - U 0 (r)

(23)

where Ζ is the nuclear charge, and UgCr) is the electronic contribution,
i.e. the solution of Poisson's equation

2

V U 0 (r) = -8π p 0 (r)

based

(24)

on the atomic electronic density

occupied
The V., 's are the densities obtained from the Hartree-Fock-Slater calIm
culation. The contributions from neighboring atoms are determined from
V c (r) = V 0 (r) + Σ У 0 (а.|г)
i

(26)

where the sum is over all close neighbors, and Vo(a.|r) is the spherical
symmetric contribution from the Coulombic potential of neighbor i at a
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distance а^ from the atom concerned. The Vo(a¿|r) are calculated
through the application of Löwdin alpha expansion9, which is basically
an origin transformation.
The exchange contribution is treated using Slater's free electron
exchange approximation10
3
V x (r) = -босСд^-

- 1/3
P(r))

(27)

where α is chosen equal to one, this is a common value for nonself consistent calculations, ρ(r) is the crystal electronic density and
is approximated by adding to the atomic electronic density PQ(T) the
contributions from neighboring atoms, analogous to the Coulombic part
in equation (26).
Adding the Coulombic and exchange contributions for every atom in
the unit cell we get the crystal potential

V t (?) = V c (?) + ν χ (?)

(28)

Outside the muffin-tin spheres this potential is averaged over 1664
random r-points in one eighth of the unit cell, to obtain the inter
stitial potential average (VT..). By shifting the potential inside the
spheres this amount, the average becomes zero, as was assumed in the
derivation of the matrix elements2 in equation (12). Inside the muffintin spheres V (r) is angle averaged, and substracted by the inter
stitial average. This procedure yields the muffin-tin potential
(V

(r)) which gives on the sphere boundaries discontinuities in the

approximated crystal potential.
The differences between crystal potential V (r) and the muffin-tin
potentials (V

(r) and V

) are included through the correction methods

discussed in the previous section. For the interstitial corrections the
actual crystal potential V (r) is calculated on an ao/15 mesh in one
eighth of the unit cell, of course only outside the muffin-tins. These
V (r.) are input to a Fourier transformation program which evaluates
equation (15).
The deviations from spherical average inside the muffin-tins were
calculated and included in the APW matrix elements only for the Nb
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sites. From an examination of figures 2.2 and 2.3 it is visible that
the spherical deviations for Sn and Sb are small inside the entire range
of the muffin-tin spheres (the dashed lines). For the Nb sites the
potential corrections were calculated in the region between the spheres
with radius ар/8 and the dashed spheres, radius ад/4; see figures 2.2
and 2.3. The dashed spheres are the actual muffin-tin spheres. In the
radial integration of equation (19) twenty three radii were chosen f rom
which the Vjj^irgVs

were calculated. The potential corrections ^ ( г д )

were obtained from equation (17) by writing them explicitly. This is
*
done by multiplying the left and right side in (18) by Y, (f )

Y

LLm( f J
s

r
=
IV(rJ-VMT<
s MT sJ]

Σ

Y
(f
...* ™un

) Y

f
Г
sTM(Ш J s Т М (LM0 ) s

(29)

LM
An angle integration of both sides gives
2тг

*

(30)

where AV(r s ) is the potential deviation from the spherical average. The
right side of equation (30) is equal to V 7 (r s ) because of the orthonormality of the spherical harmonics 11 . The calculation of the integrals
are done by a seventh order Gaussian integration
integration

12

for Θ and a Simpson

for φ. The integration areas are restricted because of

symmetry reasons, to one eighth of a sphere where the potential is
evaluated on 56 points per shell. An expression of the Y 7 (f ) can be
found in reference 11.
The LM sum, which has to be done only once per Nb-site, is
evaluated in the final expression of the muffin-tin corrections
(equation (21)), up to L equal 6. The I'm'

and lm sums which have to be

calculated in the APW run, are limited to I ' and I

equal 2. This means

ρ and d-type corrections. If we also included ƒ and ^-type corrections
the variation in the total correction is less than 10%. The d-type
corrections are the most important in the A-15 band calculations because
of the linear chain structure of the Niobium atoms. The higher corrections
are not important for the actual bands on a scale of 2-3 mRy.
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Before discussing the effect of the potential corrections on the
bands, a few words should be written about the nature of the energy
bands. Figure 2.4 shows all the calculated valence bands and the lower
conduction bands for NbjSn. The two bands situated between 0.0 and 0.2
Ry are characterized as Sn-s bands. The next six bands (at Γ:Γ25
Γι 5) are mainly of Sn-p character. The next

and

group of thirty bands (not

all plotted) which cross the Fermi energy, corresponds to Niobium Ad
bands. The Fermi energy is calculated from an integration of the bands
(see chapters lie and III), and counting the number of valence
electrons in one unit cell. This number is 38 for ЫЪзЗп, while №>з5Ь
contains 40 valence electrons per unit cell.
The two potential corrections, muffin-tin and interstitial together
which form the general potential in the APW calculation influence
individual energy bands in a complex way. This is demonstrated in
figure 2.5. The figure shows the influence of the two potential
corrections separately for the high symmetry points in the Brillouin
zone. These are, of course, the labelled IN and OUT. The inside
corrections have the biggest effect on the Nb d orbitals, the bands
above 0.5 Ry. The В atom s bands, the lowest two bands, are not
affected by muffin-tin corrections. These effects can be understand
through the knowledge that s electrons have less probability to be
found inside the muffin-tins than d like electrons. The absolute value
of both corrections is about the same; approximately 30 mRy. These
corrections are not negligible for band structures like the A-lS's
where bands are narrow. From figure 2.5 it is also visible that even
the ordering of the d bands is changed through the application of the
potential corrections.
At this point all the potential corrections have been discussed.
What is missing are the common APW parameters. The structure related
quantities are listed in table 2.1. The expansion of the individual
APW functions in atomic orbitals, equation (7), is done for I up to 7.

Figure

2.4 Band stmature

Figure

2.5 Influenae
points
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of Nb¡Sn along high symmetry

of the -potential
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TABLE 2.I

Summary of the structure related parameters involved in
the APW calculation for МЪзЗп and NbßSb

№зЗп

НЪзЗЬ

5.282

5.254

A

9.981

9.928

a.u.

Niobium sphere radius, R s

2.477

2.477

a.u.

В atom sphere radius, R s

2.477

2.477

a.u.

Fraction of unit cell in
interstitial region

0.512

0.520

_
L a t t i c e c o n s t a n t , a0

For this high upper maximum of I one may expect that the APW function
is continuous at the sphere boundaries. The crystal wave function Φ of
equation (5) in our calculations includes a summation over 300 APW
wave functions. Energy calculations for different size of expansions
(up to 432 APW's) of the crystal wave function show that these
calculations are converged better than 3 mRy. The precise number of
APW's included depends on the wave vector к in the Brillouin zone.
Around every к point a sphere of G's is constructed, which includes
complete shells of equivalent G's. So the size of the APW matrix can
vary slightly from 295 to 305 members.
The zeros in the determinant of the energy dependent APW matrix
have to be detected, see page 25 . This is done by calculating for
every input energy the eigenvalue spectrum and iterating until the
absolute smallest eigenvalue approaches zero. The CPU time necessary
for a single shot, one к and one E value, is 223 seconds on an IBM
370/158 computer. This time is a summation of 19 sec. ordinary APW, 1
sec. interstitial potential corrections, 45 sec. muffin-tin potential
corrections and 158 sec. diagonalization. For a discussion of the
timing on different computers the reader should consult Appendix B.
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IIb

:

Generalized

к.ρ interpolation

scheme

Survey
For the calculation of many of the electronic properties of metals a
high density mesh band structure is required. Of course one can
calculate the energy spectra at all the necessary к points from an ab
initio

energy program, but this will use a enormous amount of computer

time. The alternative is to work with a model Hamiltonian, which is
fitted to the ab initio

band structure. One of the earliest applications

of model Hamiltonian schemes was the k.p method, based on perturbation
theory1. Generally this technique has been restricted to considering the
electronic structure of semiconductors or semimetals for which only a
few bands, local in к space, were of interest2. The k.p method forms a
convenient and simple scheme to interpolate both energy and wave
function. For the A-15 compounds which have many bands theorists have
applied other methods, such as the parametrized tight-binding scheme
also known as the Slater-Koster method, first utilized for these class
of compounds by Mattheiss 3 and Weger1*. Also pseudopotential techniques
have been used by Pickett^ and Weger . Alternatively much of the recent
effort in A-15 band theory has been focussed on the use of techniques
to speed up first-principles methods, e.g. LMTO by Jarlborg6. Since
there will always be problems in which the effects of a few bands out
of many dominate the physics, it is clear that the smaller secular
matrices available in model Hamiltonians will have their use.
H.J.F.Jansen and F.M.Mueller' reexamined the idea of k.p like model
Hamiltonians, H(k), which approximates the energy band structure in a
series of polynomial expansions about selected high symmetry points,K¿.
The polynomial expansion coefficients are symmetry restricted by the
transformation properties of the underlying reciprocal lattice and the
band structure is initially fit to the high symmetry points while
preserving local point group symmetry. Applying this method to the A-15
band structure did not affect the overall accuracy of our calculations.
The k.p error was only about 1 mRy small compared to the APW
convergence error of about 2-3 mRy. However, by employing the k.p
method the calculations gained four orders of magnitude in speed.
Through this scheme we were able to calculate de Haas-van Alphen
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frequencies, effective masses and Fermi velocities.

Theory
Here we will summarise the theoretical background on which the model
Hamiltonians are based. For a more complete review the interested reader
is referred to the work of Jansen and Mueller7 or Birman, Lee and
Berenson8.
From the Schrödinger equation and using a complete set of KohnLuttinger basis functions Ψ η (k,r) the energy matrix elements have the
following form
Η (к) = J/d 3 r 4<*(k,?) [-A+2(k-K).p+(£-K)2+V(í)] Ψ (it,?)
nm
η
m

(1)

We want to restrict the Schrödinger equation to a small set of levels
near the Fermi energy. This can be done using Löwdin perturbation
theory. We construct the matrix

H
U

<£,E)-H
™

т

(g) + Ι
α

η α

(k)H

(k)
H (k)H „(k)Hn (k)
еш
* Σ Πα
°Β
+....
E-Η (k)
a*S[E-H (к)][E-Hfia(k)]
aa
aa
BS
am

(2)

where η and m belong to our small set of interesting levels; a and β
are all the energy levels outside the selected set. The model
Hamiltonian will be used only over a finite range of energies; hence we
can replace E in eq.(2) by an average energy E with negligible error.
Note that the symmetry transformation properties of Η

(к) are also

obeyed by U(k,E). Making a polynomial expansion of U in terms of the
components k-K, it is easy to see that the nth

term has no contribution

to lower order than n. The polynomials we use are basis functions for
product representations of the group of K. It is possible to reorder the
expansion (2) in the following way

U

αι:ι

nm

(Ê,Ë) = Σ Α (Ε) Ρ ..(Ê-K)
. . nm
aij

(3)

aij
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where Ρ . . (к) is a polynomial belonging to the -¿th row of the Jth
irreducible representation α of the product group of K. The
coefficients A are determined by a general form of the Wigner-Eckart
theorem. They can be written as a product of a generalized ClebschGordon coefficient and a reduced matrix element. Equation (3) can now
be used to construct model Hamiltonians. We simply use the reduced
matrix elements as energy-independent adjustable parameters. The series
in equation (3) can be truncated at some order of (k-K).

Fitting

procedure

The dimensions of the effective Hamiltonian matrices are equal to the
number of bands involved at the high symmetry points. Also the number
of bands included in the fit depends on the energy range of interest.
Here the band structure is fit close to Ep, so the Fermi surface and
related phenomena can be computed.
Löwdin perturbation is used in deriving the model Hamiltonian
scheme; this assumes that bands can be separated into two groups: near
and far from Ep. To satisfy this criteria completely in our A-15 bands
is sometimes difficult; all bands are situated close to each other.
Table 2.2 gives the cutoff energies of the bands at the high symmetry
points. The energy gap at Tand R is relatively large in the vicinity
of Ep, however at X one is forced to cut somewhere. It is done between
Xl(0.607 Ry) and ХіДО.613 Ry). This is done since it is desirable to
have the same number of bands fitted throughout the Brillouin zone. A
group symmetry as well a cutoff problem is the Z2 level coming from
X4(0.613 Ry). A careful examination of figure 2.4 page 35
this Z2 level

shows that

diminishes in energy as к goes from X to M. Meanwhile a

Z3 rises from 0.607 to 0.690 Ry. This last level should be included in
the Hamiltonian, because it comes close to E

at M. Thus the Z3 instead
F

of the Z2 level has to be included. Continuing this procedure and
taking into account the doublet properties of every X level, brings us
to the bottom of the

sp band some 0.3 Ry below Ep. To avoid this, we

fit the lower part (near X) of the aformentioned Z3 level as if it were
a Z2. At M the upper cutoff is made above M because this state drops
rapidly along the Τ line down to the Кц level which is in the vicinity
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TABLE 2.2

Energy levels and size parameters at the four high
symmetry points of МЪзЗп (energies in Rydberg)

lower energy gap

.059

.006

.060

.094

Valence band

.651--Г25·
.683--Γ12

.613--X„
.632--X2
.660-•Xi

.690-M9
.698-M 10
.702-M2
.720-M8

.бві-Кі.Кг

.790-•Xi

.723-M9
.74I-M6
.743-М3
.761-M!
.782-M5

.690-R!,

conduction band

upper energy gap

.179

.044

.048

.167

size of model
Hamlltonian

5x5

6x6
2x2

12x12

10x10

.90

.56

.50

.71
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62

90

64

110

82

63

62

local validaty region
in тт/а units
number of parameters
number of APW-k points

of Ep. It is impossible to reduce the number of bands considered at M,
because on the lower site of the energy scale all bands cut the Fermi
level. On the higher site, the M5 level also crosses the Fermi energy
(only in the case of № з 8 Ь ) . Appendix A gives the model Hamiltonians.
The APW bands which have been calculated at 286 к points in the
irreducible wedge (1/48 th) of the Brillouin zone (a π/lOa mesh) are
now used as input to the fitting procedure. For each of the high
symmetry points K^ the k points were ordered in increasing distance to
K^. We then determine the parameters in such a way that they gave the
best approximation to the energy values of the first η points (see
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table 2.2). This minimalisation procedure is done by using the Marquardt
9

algorithm .
One can hope to get better fits by concentrating all effort at Ep,
the Fermi Energy. This idea is tested by introducing weight factors
2

ехр{-у[Ер-Е(к)] } to the APW bands. One obtains a better fit of the
energy bands close to Ep, so the Fermi surface will look more like ab
initio

Fermi surface. Using this procedure, one loses accuracy in the

lower and upper end of the fitted energy region, however this effect is
of minor interest.
Another way used to improve accuracy is to extend the matrix
elements to higher order polynomials. For the readers interest, a list
of the number of adjustable parameters per order is given in Appendix A.
The initial intention was to go up to fourth order in k-Kj^ for K^ equal
Χ, M and R. However at the M point the number of parameters would be
over a hundred, due to low symmetry (16 operands) and the large number
of bands involved. For the Г point the interest is different, we want
to have the ЦЬзБп Fermi surface (coming from the Г12 level) all to be
in the Г sphere of influence. So the sphere radius is chosen large
(.90 π/a). In· order to achieve the same accuracy of 1 mRy it is
necessary to use a fit of order 10.
The model Hamiltonians about the four high symmetry points are
considered separately. In order to use our scheme we need, of course,
to be able to move smoothly throughout the Brillouin zone. We use a
Gaussian interpolation for combining the local fits: the Gaussian
function cuts off the expansions faster than the exponentially growing
errors. The partial fits are combined to one global fit in the
following way

Σ+ 6χρ[-α(£-Κ) 2 /Γ 2 (Κ)].Ε η (ΚΛ)
E

k

n( > =

T^

5

W

Σ£ exp[-a(k-K)2/r2(K)]

where r(K) is the local validity region and a is the freely chosen
crossing rate. After some experimentation we found that spherical weight
factors as in equation (4) are not sufficient; because the Γ fit gets
too much weight in the interior of the Brillouin zone. This problem is
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solved by substracting a non-spherical factor

2

2

2

X

У

2

exp[Bk к k ] .

(5)

For an easy application of the fit it is desirable to have the
same number of bands fitted throughout the Brillouin zone. Since the
dimension of the Hamiltonian at M is twelve and there are no other
bands of interest at M, we fix the total number of bands fitted to that
number. As a consequence we need to introduce additional bands into the
other local Hamiltonians. This is facilitated through an extension of the
dimensions everywhere to twelve by adding diagonal elements, while
fixing the additional off-diagonal elements to zero. The new diagonal
elements are parameterized polynomials up to the fourth order, except
the first conduction band at the X point, which is represented as a
full XjxX! block.

DiscTUBsion
Figure 2.6 shows the k.p fitted band structure of ИЪзЗп. This band
structure has the same scale as the APW energy bands shown in figure 1
on page 56. Notice that the k.p fit has some discontinuities in slope
about the middle of the high symmetry lines. These discontinuities arise
from the Gaussian combining functions. The crossing rate α is chosen
big to make the transition range small, so connection mistakes are ex
cluded. Having a short transition range, one introduces steep bands if
they are not matched perfectly together.
On comparing figure 2.6 with figure 1, it is clear that some bands
are missing in the former. At M the levels M5 (0.631 Ry) and Mg (0.805
Ry) are not present. These levels are not included in the k.p fit set.
So a density of states calculation using the k.p fits, between 0.631
and 0.805 Ry, will only gives a complete density.
The band structure is presented along the high symmetry lines using
the fits. Along these lines many of the k.p adjustable parameters have
no influence on the result, since many polynomials are zero due to
symmetry. Thus, there are less parameters available for fitting the
band structure, so the fit along the high symmetry lines will be less
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2. в

band structure

of Nb,Sn near E

accurate than inside the Brillouin zone. The advantage of showing bands
along the high symmetry lines is first of all the relative simplicity
for understanding the origin of the different phenomena and second the
possibility of talking about bands using their symmetry labels. Here we
- >

->•

are able to show the main properties of the generalized k.p fit scheme;
preserving symmetry and degeneracy of the energy bands. Band crossings
are fitted correct.
At most places inside the Brillouin zone there is no symmetry
present, so every introduced parameter is significant. This is helpful
since the к point with the biggest distances to the four corners K^ of
the tetrahedron, the Brillouin zone, is in the center of the zone. This
k point and those in its environment are the worst fit, because of their
large distances to the expansion points K^. Calculations of the error
spectrum of these points confirm this idea. The error in this neighbor
hood is about 3 mRy compared to an overall error I mRy. This error is
too big using the k.p directly in the determination of the Fermi sur
faces which have pieces in the center of the zone. For example band 20
of figure 3.2 in chapter III. There we discuss the solution of this
problem.
Table 2.3 gives a list of the root mean square (RMS) errors as
function of Ibi - Ε-p | . This function is a monotonically increasing
2

function, since we applied the weight factors εχρ(-γ(Ερ-Ε^) }. Since the
shift of the Fermi energy, for getting optimal correspondence to
experimental data, will not be more than 5 mRy, energy levels closer
than 10 mRy away from the preliminary Fermi level are of interest. The
overall k.p RMS error is put to 1 mRy for NbßSn; that of МЪзЗЪ fit is
somewhat smaller (0.7 mRy). This small error reflects the fact that most
of the energy levels fitted are situated close to M or R, where the fit
is better than overall.
Parallel to Jansen and Mueller 7 , Birman, Lee and Berenson8
developed

the k.p effective Hamiltonian, by the same reformulation of

the k.p method. They applied this scheme to the A-15 crystal
structure 10 . As explained in the theory section the k.p model Hamiltonian
is obtained through Löwdin perturbation. So a well defined set of energy
levels is required to construct the Hamiltonian. In the band structure
of NbjSn (figure 2.6) a Ri ,R2 and a Ri, level are situated close to each
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TABLE 2.3

Root mean square error of the k.p fits as function of
energy range

range

rms error (in mRy)

|ErEFl<Er
(in mRy)

^З

3

"

^ 3

З Ь

10.

0.9

0.7

20.

1.1

0.9

30.

1.2

1.7

40.

2.5

2.2

50.

2.6

2.5

other. This situation is common to many A-15 band structures

> . Only

taking the Ri, level into account in the k.p model Hamiltonian basis is
insufficient; one will exclude the non-negligible interaction between
the two levels. Lee et

al.

" constructed an effective Hamiltonian which

included only the Ъц level. This restriction will have severe conse
quences on the fit of the RL, level; the Fermi surface will differ from
that calculated via ab initio

means. Another shortcoming in Lee's

effective Hamiltonian arises from the simple polynomials for the Ri,
bands. Their polynomials, up to quadratic order, can never describe the
db initio

behavior of the bands. They have to fit the hybridization

between R j , R2 and R^ levels with quadratic terms; in this they will
fail.
In conclusion we can say that the generalized k.p method forms a
convenient and simple means to interpolate electronic and phononic
structure. The combination of partial fits into one global fit is
simple. With the global fit we have a powerful tool which produces the
A-15 electronic bands ten thousand times faster than an db initio

APW

program. Unfortunately one requires the APW band structure on a suffi
ciently fine mesh to determine the k.p fit parameters accurately.
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Ilo

:

Brillouin

zone

intearations

Several physical quantities can be obtained through the evaluation of
an integral over the Brillouin zone. Examples are density of states,
magnetic susceptibility, Fermi velocities and other related transport
quantities. The most simple way to evaluate this type of integral is
by using the Monte Carlo or an uniform point sampling method.

These

methods sum over a large number of random or uniform к points. There is
a big influence of statistical noise involved,so a large number of ran
dom (uniform) points are necessary in order to achieve accurate enough
results. Despite this problem the transport quantities in section
"Applied Superconductivity" of chapter III are calculated by applying
the Monte Carlo method. 50,000 random points in the irreducible wedge
of the Brillouin zone (l/48th) were calculated. The number of necessary
к points can be reduced if a proper interpolation scheme is applied.
Lehman et al.1

developed a linear interpolation expression for Brillouin

zone integrations like the density of states. The use of higher than
linear interpolation expressions for E(k), like in the QUAD method
(e.g. Mueller et αΖ. 2 ) is also possible. We chose the linear inter
polation scheme applied to tetrahedrons, because we believe that this
method will reproduce the van Hove singularities in the density of
states from expressions, which can be written analytically, through
less computational effort.
The treatment of Lehmann et al.1

reformulated by Lehmann and Taut

starts from the fact that the coefficients of the linear interpolation
expression in a tetrahedron are determined uniquely by the values of
E(k) at the corners of the tetrahedron. In this way a continuous inter
polation over the total Brillouin zone is obtained and in addition,
there are no boundary effects. Moreover, the resulting formulae are
very handy. The method can be applied to physical quantities which need
an evaluation of integrals of type

J
E(k)=E

-Цг- Adt)
|E(k)|

(1)

where the integration has to be performed over constant energy surfaces.
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A(k) can be any к dependent function (continuous or discontinuous).The
density of states has a formulation like equation (1), namely

N

(E) = _ L
4π

3

f
E(k)=E

_Ё5_

(

2)

|VE(К)|

A(k) is here the unity.
The techniques of the tetrahedron method

applied to the density

of states function are as follows. First the Brillouin zone is sub
divided in a large number of tetrahedrons, with an arbitrary shape and
volume. In the case of a cubic Brillouin zone one is able to make
identical tetrahedrons. The energy bands are then calculated on the
corners of every tetrahedron. Per tetrahedron and per band the energies
are ordered according to their magnitude, so that Ед<Еі<Е2^Ез. These
energy values are used to define a linear interpolation inside the
tetrahedron. The contribution to the density of states of this tetra
hedron, which is equal to the cross section of the plan E(k)=E with the
tetrahedron, may be written as a sum of triangular areas. The surface
depends on the relative position of E to the corner energies. Table 2.4
lists these contributions. ß t is the volume of the tetrahedron.
For our density of states calculations we subdivided the
irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone, which itself is a tetrahedron,
in 3375 identical tetrahedrons; this is equivalent to a IT/15a mesh on
corners. The total number of different corners, where the k.p bands
have to be calculated, is for this subdivision 816. This number is very
small compared to the 50,000 points of the Monte Carlo method.
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TABLE 2.4

Density of states contribution of an individual
tetrahedron of which the corner energies are ordered
Е

Е

Е

Е

0І 1І 2І 3

\(Е)

E<E
,мі

0

3n t
E o l E l E l

E

E

1<E_<. 2

-E-E3

Ei4<E
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2

(Е 1 -Е 0 )(Е2-Е 0 )(Ез-Е 0 )

3n t
(Ei-E 0 )

(E-E0)

2
+

(E-Et)

2

(Е 2 -Е 0 )(Ез-Е 0 ) (Е^Ег) (E3-Ei

3ß t
E2

(E-E0)

(E-E3) 2

(Ез-Е 0 )(Ез-Е 1 )(Ез-Е 2 )
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CHAPTER Π Ι

:Hb3Sn

Along with V3SÌ, the isoelectronic material, № з З п is the most
thoroughly studied

A-15 compound. This wide ranging interest is

primarily due to the anomalous behavior of their physical properties,
and started in 1954 with the discovery of a high superconducting
transition temperature (T c ) of 17 К for V3SÌ . Later, anomalies were
discovered2 in their elastic constants, magnetic susceptibility
and Knight shift. In addition, structural transitions have been
observed. Although different crystals of НЬзЗп and V3SÌ show
considerable similarities in their anomalous behavior, exact
reproducibility has not been achieved. Workers in this field are
constantly faced with accessing to what extent the data are sample
dependent. Probably the most important non-reproducible behavior is the
occurrence of the low temperature (45 К and 21 К for МЬзЗп and V3SÌ
respectively structural transformation which has been called the
Martensitic transfornation. Chemical composition, crystallographic
structure and long-r£nge order are the most common criteria for
characterizing the ssmples according to their Martensitic transformation
and other listed properties.
Similarities2 of Itt^Sn and V3SÌ include high Tc's

(17-18 0 K),

anomalous temperature dependences of many properties, very soft acoustic
phonon modes, cubic to tetragonal structural transformations and large
stress dependences for some of their physical properties. The major
differences are that the structural transformations are first-order for
НЬзЗп and second-order for V3SÌ and that the tetragonal distortions are
negative for НЬзЗп and positive for V3SÌ. Also a substantially larger
softening of the acoustic mode (C44) occurs in КЬзЗп as compared to that
of V3SÌ.
Other A-15 compounds (i.e. the high T c l s МЪзАІ, МЪзСе and the low
T c МЪзЗЪ) have become of experimental and theoretical interest more
recently. Such homological investigations are important. A-15's with
low T c are useful for this tandem effort, since experimental difficul
ties are minimized compared to those encounted in high Τ

materials.

For example the properties which make things so interesting in ИЪзЗп,
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Martensitic transformation, high mass sheets of Fermi surface and flat
band structures make this compound difficult to measure as well as to
calculate. The situation is much simpler in МЬзЗЬ. To be explicit,
МЬзЗп needs a magnetic field of more than 22 Τ (H c ) before it is in
the normal state and de Haas-van Alphen experiments may be performed.
Fields of such intensity are not readily available in most laboratories.
This chapter describes the band calculations and the derived
physical quantities of NbßSn. We describe the density of states, Fermi
surface, band masses, Fermi velocity and anisotropy of H

. Chapter IV

describes our work done on ttt^Sb, where we calculated density of states,
Fermi surface and band masses. These last two properties have been
extensively compared to a rather large wealth of data mainly derived
from de Haas-van Alphen effect. These comparisons of МЪзЗЬ lend
greater credence to the less well experimentally documented results for

НЪзЗп.

Survey
The electronic band structure of M ^ S n is calculated along the lines
outlined in chapter IIa. Figure 2.4 shows all the valence bands and the
lowest conduction bands. The energy bands around the Fermi energy are
of major physical importance because their occupation can be changed by
the temperature, or by applying a magnetic or electric field. The lower
lying

valence bands are only of interest for the determination of the

density of states and the Fermi energy (Ep). Figure 1 of the following
reprint shows the ИЬзЗп bands near Ep. This picture is obtained through
the evaluation of the APW matrix at 56 independent points in the
irreducible l/48th of the Brillouin zone (a TrMaQmesh) . The к points of
this set on the high symmetry lines are marked in figure 1. These
calculated energies are interconnected by the use of the symmetry of the
wave functions.
The energies of this set of 56 к points are fitted to 28 symmetrized
Fourier terms ("stars"). The density of states is calculated by using
this fit and the tetrahedron method, discussed in chapter lie. The
Brillouin zone is hereby subdivided in 1728 tetrahedrons. Figure 3.1
shows the resulting density of states function. The Fermi level
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of ref. 3 .

(0.6851 Ry) is obtained by integrating the differential density of
states to 38 electrons (6 times 5 Mb and 2 times 4 Sn valence
electrons). The zero of the energy scale is put at Ep. Table 1 of the
following reprint lists the calculated and measured density of states
at the Fermi level, N(Ep). Our N(Ep) may be compared with experimentally derived values. The experimental result as given in figure 3.1
is the XPS (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) spectrum of Höchst

et

al.3
The Fourier fit can be used for Brillouin zone integrations, but
is not accurate to calculate к dependent quantities, such as the Fermi
surface. This problem arises from the fact that Fourier fits have
difficulties near band crossings. But the weight of high symmetry
planes, where band crossings occur, is a set of measure zero compared
with the bulk of the Brillouin zone. The Fermi surface shown in
figure 3 of the first reprint is obtained by drawing contour lines
between к points in the symmetry planes, for which the APW matrix is
solved (on a ir/Sao mesh). The four M centered ellipsodal pieces are
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fitted by M derived harmonics, up to eighth order. This polynomial fit
is used for the calculation of the dHvA frequencies plotted in figure 2
of the second reprint.
Both fit schemes, the Fourier fit and harmonic fit, are not
applicable to the entire Fermi surface of МЬзЗп. The generalized k.p
scheme developed by Jansen and Mueller1* is adapted to the A-15 crystal
structure. Chapter lib describes this method together with appendix A
and the necessary quantities and matrices which can be extracted from
them. This k.p method reproduces the APW Fermi surface quite well
(figure 3.2). The differences do not arise from shortcomings of the fit
but rather from a data lack at the time the APW Fermi surface was drawn.
Though

the applied mesh band crossings were not always detectable;

later APW calculations confirm the band crossings and the shapes found
in the k.p derived Fermi surface. This matter is discussed together with
some band masses in a separate section.
The two density of states, one obtained from the Fourier fit and
one from the k.p fit, are discussed in the next section. Also discussed
is the decomposition of the density of states into band by band
contributions. Finally we, in collaboration with Dr.R.Blaschke, calcu
lated some relevant superconducting parameters, such as plasma energy,
Fermi velocity, London penetration depth and anisotropy of the upper
critical field. These calculations are described in the last section of
this Nb3Sn chapter.
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The electronic band structure of Nb3Sn has been calculated by means of the augmeutedplane-wave method. Comparison with a variety of experlmcatal data suggest that the band
model Is highly accurate.
Primarily because of its high superconducting
that all bands were converged to better than 3
1
critical temperature, the Л-15 material Nb3Sn
mRy. Globally, the resultant band structure of
has continued to interest experimentalists and
NbgSn was the same as that of Ref. 4 and com
theorists. Recent interest has focused on a num
pared equally well with XPS (x-ray photoelectron
9
ber of anomalous properties in the normal state.
spectroscopy) data. Microscopically it differed
Theoretical models ha\e been used to correlate
in that the Γ12 level (intersecting k p) has dropped
or make these anomalous properties understand
by approximately 30 mRy relative to a host of
able. Many models have focused on point-group
levels at M. in Fig. 1 is given the band structure
symmetry of selected points in the Bnllouin zone
in the immediate vicinity of the Fermi level,
(BZ), others have invoked the use of tight-binding
showing multiple hole structure at the point M
schemes with a variety of couplings within or be
and an intersection of the flat bands associated
2
tween the dominant Nb chains. Clogston and
with Γ12 symmetry.
3
Jaccarino suggested that the temperature de
The band structure for the lowest 24 bands
pendence of the susceptibility and the Knight shift
was found at 56 equally spaced independent points
in V-based Л-15's could be understood by a nar
in the irreducible ^ t h of the BZ. The structure
row peak in the density of states, \'{E), close to
was fitted to 28 symmetrized Fourier terms
the Fermi energy £ F .
("stars") and the density of states was calculated
by a linear gradient method using 172Θ tetrahe
In this Letter we report an ab initio calculation
drons in the irreducible BZ. In Table I are listed
of the electronic structure, density of states,
(bare) values of the experimentally derived
and Fermi surface of Nb3Sn. Our technique and
SiFfVs. Our results are fortuituously close to
methodology is similar to the well-known work
4
Junod's specific-heat value. 10 NMR-denved 11
of Mattheiss. Without adjustment, we find good
results give similar agreement.
agreement with a number of experiments includ
ing the temperature dependence of the susceptibil
We have used N{E) near L· F to calculate the
ity and a recent measurement of the de Haas-van
temperature dependence of the Pauli contribution
5
Alphen (dHvA) effect.
to the susceptibility, which depends on the deriva
tives of S(E). Linear interpolation was applied
The crystal potential was constructed from
between a N{L·) grid spaced by 1.25 mRy. The
overlapping neutral atomic charge densities and
Fermi level was calculated at every temperature
exchange was treated in Slater's (a = l) local ap
by a self-consistent procedure, it varied by
proximation, this technique, the "Mattheiss pre
more than 4 mRy nonmonotomcally as Τ varied
scription," has produced good agreement with
between 0 and 300 K. In Fig. 2 is given the tem
self-consistent local density exchange calcula
s
perature dependence of the ¡susceptibility χ of
tions in Nb. Since the linear chains distort se
iZ
verely the spherical symmetry about the Nb sites, Rehwald el al. The relationship between χ and
the martensitic phase transformation has recent
we have incorporated nonsphencal corrections
ly been considered, 13 using parametrized Hamilinside the MT's (muffin-tin potential). The inter
tomans and the group symmetries of special
stitial potential deviations from a constant MT
points in the zone. Most previous discussions of
floor were incorporated as Fourier terms." We
χ(Γ) have relied on the model of Ref. 3 which
have found that the contours of potential were
similar to a potential constructed from the experi utilized a large orbital contribution to explain
8
the anomalous temperature dependence of the
mental charge density, if appropriate cores were
Knight shift. Recently,8 it was found that in form
added.
ing
the related compound VsSi, approximately
A length ordered basis of more than 300 aug
two electrons transfer from each Si site to the V
mented plane waves (APW) was used to form the
secular matrix Using our potential, tests showed chains. This removes the necessity of a large
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TADLE I. ComparisoDS of ΛΓ(£ρ) and results.

".
Гэ

Δ

effective exchange interaction 14 per Nb site from
/=12(1-1/5)Λ'(Ε Ρ ), we find 0.79 eV for bec Nb
compared with a value of 0.49 eV for Nb in NbjSn.
This difference reflects two competing effects
(1) The Nb-Nb nearest-neighbor distance is 7.3%
smaller in Nb3Sn (2.65 A) than in bec Nb (2.B6 Λ),
(2) the number of nearest neighbors is far less
in Nb3Sn (2) than in bec Nb (Θ). The second effect
dominates the first.
Using these results we find estimates of /u*,
the Coulomb pseudopotential 15 · 16 of Morel and

orbital term. We plan to return to this important
point. We find that by applying a constant en
hancement 14 of 3.69S= χ/ΧοΞ 1/(1 - μ), the tem
perature dependence of the susceptibility is con
sistent with a Pauli term, where &= μ^ΜΕρ),
shown in Fig. 2 as the dashed curve.
For purposes of comparison, we consider an
enlarged cell of six atoms of pure bec Nb. Taking
data from McMillan" (χ= 514 and у = 269 in states/
Ry "cell'*), and using \ = 0.82 we find a pure Nb
Stoner factor of (1 +λ)χ/>' or 3.3Θ. Deriving an
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FIG. 2. The temperature dependence of the susceptibility of Nb-iSD. The circles are the data of Rehwald
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of 0.18 and 0.25 for Nb and NbjSn, r e s p e c t i v e l y .
We have a s s u m e d that ^() = ωΐ)/1.2 and have u s e d
the values of 0.11 Ry 0 and 0.02 Ry ( F i g . 1) for
the band width EB (near E}), and the v a l u e s 1 0 · , э
of 277 and 2 2 7 ' for wDt for Nb and Nb-jSn, r e 
spectively.
In Fig. 3 we p r e s e n t the F e r m i s u r f a c e of Nb 3 Sn
( i n t e r s e c t i n g bands 15-21) in t h e p r i n c i p a l s y m 
m e t r y p l a n e s . B e c a u s e of the se n si t i v i t y of s m a l l
e n e r g y shifts (especially bands 19 and 20) we
have u s e d the APW s e c u l a r itself a s an " i n t e r p o 
lation s c h e m e . " Two f e a t u r e s a r e noteworthy
c o m p a r e d to the p r e v i o u s V 3 Si i s o e l e c t r o n i c
F e r m i s u r f a c e 4 (1) the g r e a t e r confluence of
o s c u l a t e d s t r u c t u r e at M, and (2) the flat " b o x l i k e "
s t r u c t u r e s c e n t e r e d at Г. A m i c r o s c o p i c t e s t of
band s t r u c t u r e n e a r Ef i s provided by the dHvA
effect. Recently Arko et al.b found dHvA o s c i l l a 
tions in МЬдЗп s i n g l e c r y s t a l s using 400-kG p u l s e d
fields. Within t h e i r a c c u r a c y and insensitivity to
s m a l l p i e c e s we find that the r i c h s t r u c t u r e ex
hibited m Fig. Э is c o n s i s t e n t and can be used to
i n t e r p r e t t h e i r data (the M - c e n t e r e d p i e c e s ) .

FIG. 3. JThe Fermi surface of NbjSn, The band Indexing follows Ref. 5. The positions of the Labels follows the
fill log of к space volumes so that band 20 near Г is an electron piece and band 15 near If Is a hole piece.
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Other band m o d e l s 1 7 show frequencies with neith
e r the c o r r e c t magnitude nor angular variation.
The p i e c e s at Af have band m a s s e s ranging from
0.23 to 1.03m e i those c e n t e r e d a t Γ, 2 to 3, and
those a t Д, 0,2. Our fí-centered p i e c e s have
dHvA frequencies s m a l l e r than any s e e n ' The
high m a s s of the Γ - c e n t e r e d p i e c e s inhibits ob
s e r v a t i o n in the dHvA effect. Samoilov and
Weger"* have r e p o r t e d s t r u c t u r e in э 8і, using
p o s i t r o n annihilation, in the [100] direction at
0.2, 0.6, and 0. Ή a u n i t s . The i n t e r s e c t i o n s of
the " f l a t " s h e e t s along Γ - Χ a r e 0.15 and 0.64 л a
units in good a g r e e m e n t with the f i r s t p i e c e s of
s t r u c t u r e . The twentieth band n e a r X and s u r 
rounding the λ ' - Д line is a possible candidate for
the third s t r u c t u r e .
We conclude that our r e s u l t s c o m p a r e well with
a v a i l a b l e e x p e r i m e n t a l data. In addition, the
i n t e r s e c t i o n s of ET for pseudo Nb 3 Sb (shown in
Fig. 1) a r e in quantitative a g r e e m e n t with dHvA
data.19
This work was s u p p o r t e d a s p a r t of the r e 
s e a r c h p r o g r a m of the Sticting voor Fundamental
Onderzoek d e r M a t e r i e with financial support
from the N e d e r l a n d s e O r g a n i s a t i e voor Zuiver
Wetenschappelijk.Onderzoek.
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de Наач- ап Alphen (riHvA) oscillations have been observed In Nb^Sn In the (ПО) plane
and In VjSl at two orientations using single crystals of high resistance ratio and magnetic
fields In excess of tfe2. The dHvA frequency data for NbjSn can be Interpreted as a se
ries of nested ellipsoids centered at M, as suggested by a recent high-precision calcu
lation of the NbjSn Fermi surface.
We p r e s e n t the first de H a a s - v a n Alphen (dHvA)
m e a s u r e m e n t s of the F e r m i s u r f a c e s of high-7* e
A15 s t r u c t u r e s u p e r c o n d u c t o r s , with m e a s u r e 
m e n t s for both Nb 3 Sn and V3S1, We c o m p a r e the
МЬзЗп r e s u l t s to a r e c e n t b a n d - s t r u c t u r e c a l c u l a 
1
t i o n and find good a g r e e m e n t . The upper c r i t i c a l
fields, Hc2, a r e - 2 0 k O e lower than e a r l i e r m e a 
s u r e m e n t s , 2 a p p a r e n t l y due to the high-purity
s i n g l e c r y s t a l s of NbgSn and V 3 Si used.
The c u r r e n t high level of i n t e r e s t in Alb m a 
t e r i a l s is due to the r e c e n t and continuing d i s 
c o v e r i e s of the c o e x i s t e n c e of a v a r i e t y of a n o m a 
lous n o r m a l - s t a t e p r o p e r t i e s 3 at both high and
low t e m p e r a t u r e s , with the h i g h e s t - T e m a t e r i a l s
showing the m o s t puzzling behavior. It i s widely
felt that the underlying physical f e a t u r e s leading
to t h e s e unusual n o r m a l - s t a t e p r o p e r t i e s a r e
a l s o the c a u s e of the high t r a n s i t i o n t e m p e r a 
t u r e s o b s e r v e d in many A l S - s t r u c t u r e m a t e r i a l s .
A v a r i e t y of physical m o d e l s a s c r i b i n g s p e c i a l
f e a t u r e s to e i t h e r the phonon or e l e c t r o n d i s t r i b u 
tions have been invoked to explain the n o r m a l s t a t e p r o p e r t i e s . Our r e s u l t s a r e a first s t e p in
providing a m i c r o s c o p i c t e s t of the v a r i o u s e l e c 
tronic models.

Unfortunately, the very p r o p e r t i e s which m a k e
the h i g h - T c A 1 5 ' s such i n t e r e s t i n g m a t e r i a l s had
until now, combined to p r e v e n t dHvA m e a s u r e 
m e n t s of the F e r m i s u r f a c e , the only p r i o r dHvA
m e a s u r e m e n t s being the very r e c e n t r e s u l t s of
Arko, Fisk, and M u e l l e r 4 for Nb 3 Sb (Te - 0 . 2 К).
M a g n e t o t h e r m a l o s c i l l a t i o n s w e r e p r e v i o u s l y ob
s e r v e d in VgGe. 5 The main limiting e x p e r i m e n t a l
f a c t o r s a r e the following
(1) Effective m a s s e s
a r e expected to be high b e c a u s e of the i n t r i n s i c a l 
ly flat e l e c t r o n i c band s t r u c t u r e and b e c a u s e of
the s t r o n g e l e c t r o n - p h o n o n coupling ( λ - 1 . 4 for
NbjSn). (2) Hc2 i s l a r g e , so that exceptionally
high magnetic fields a r e needed simply to r e a c h
the n o r m a l s t a t e . (Э) The m a t e r i a l s tend to have
6
high r e s i d u a l (and i n t r i n s i c ) r e s i s t i v i t i e s so that
TD, the Dingle t e m p e r a t u r e , would be expected
to be l a r g e . (4) Some of the most i n t e r e s t i n g m a 
t e r i a l s undergo a m a r t e n s i t i c t r a n s f o r m a t i o n so
that the dHvA signal is s u p p r e s s e d due to i n t e r 
ference of o s c i l l a t i o n s and to p h a s e s m e a r i n g b e 
tween tetragonally d i s t o r t e d s u b d o m a i n s .
The Nb^Sn c r y s t a l s w e r e grown over a p e r i o d
of four months by closed-tube vapor t r a n s p o r t
with iodine a s the t r a n s p o r t i n g agent. X - r a y dif-
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fraction on part of the deposit showed only sharp
Lines of the Alb structure with a room-temperature lattice parameter of 5.290 Â. An inductive
measurement of the actual dHvA crystal showed
a Te (midpoint) of 17.8 К and a width (10%-90%)
of 0 07 K. Resistivity measurements confirm
that the samples undergo a martensitic trans
formation at 51 K. We estimate that Д(300 K)/
A(0 К) = 50 assuming that Г* is a satisfactory
extrapolation function.6'7 The V3Si specimen was
grown using a floating-molten-zone technique
with induction heating In a pure-argon atmos
phere. No resistance ratio or Te measurements
were made. However, from the amplitude of the
dHvA signals we estimate the purity to be at
least comparable to that of NbjSn
Oriented s ingle-crystal samples were mounted
In a spiral-gear-driven rotator. The accuracy
with which orientations are known in the (110)
plane is estimated to be about 1 .
The experiments were conducted in the 400kOe "slow-pulsed-field" facility at the University
of Amsterdam. 6 The principal advantage of a
slow magnetic field pulse is that self-heating and
signal-detection problems associated with eddy
currents in metallic samples are avoided and
mechanical vibrational noise Is minimized AU
dHvA data were taken in the free-inductive-decay
mode from 400 kOe in order to eliminate elec
trical noise introduced through the current-regu-

F1Q. 1. Dual tracer of a typical high-speed chart
recording for NbjSn at 75 e from 11001 showing the de
cay of a 40-T magnetic field pulse and the simultaneous
recording of dHvA oscillations followed by the super
conducting transition at He vs time (the field decays
from 40 Τ to Hc? In about 0.15 sec) The apparent
oscillations below Uci arc noise generated In the pick
up coll In the superconducting state due to eddy cur
rents, Dux Jumps, etc., and are not periodic in l/H.
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lating circuits. The entire system was checked
by observing dHvA oscillations in a single crystal
of Mg, the results agreed with published values
of Mg dHvA frequencies to within 1-3%,
The output of a compensated dHvA pickup coil
was differentiated twice, filtered to take out some
of the slowly varying voltage resulting from in
complete coil compensation, amplified, and dis
played directly on the recorder. A typical re
corder tracing is shown In Fig. 1. Since the in
duced voltage in the dHvA pickup coil Is directly
proportional to the time frequency of the dHvA
oscillations, the usual exponential amplitude in
crease as Я increases will not be observed due
to the l/H periodicity of the dHvA oscillations.
For low-mass, low-frequency oscillations one
may even see an amplitude decrease, which is
further accentuated by the dc filter. This de
crease in amplitude is clearly evident in Fig. 1.
The dHvA oscillations were analyzed by mark
ing the positions of successive oscillation peaks
and making a plot of oscillation number versus
l/H, the slope of this "number plot" gives the
dHvA frequency directly and was generally found
to be a good straight line, giving us confidence
in our field calibration. Beat structure, while
obviously present at some orientations, was dif
ficult to resolve because of the few oscillations
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FIG. 2. dHvA frequencies for NbjSn In the (110)
plane. The solid circles (with typical error bara) are
the experimental results. The solid tines are generated
from the Fer ml-surface model and band-structure cal
culation of Ref. 1
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plus the a b o v e - m e n t i o n e d p r o b l e m s with the a m plitude dependence. N e v e r t h e l e s s , it is p o s s i b l e
to r e s o l v e s e v e r a l s e p a r a t e b r a n c h e s in the
Nb 3 Sn data. Figure 2 d i s p l a y s the dHvA frequenc i e s (open c i r c l e s ) found for NbjSn in the (110)
p l a n e , while the Limited data for V3Si a r e given
in Table I. The long cooling t i m e of the magnet
( - 4 h after each pulse) made it n e c e s s a r y to
s p a c e data at only 10 i n t e r v a l s . The typical
e r r o r e s t i m a t e s indicated in Fig. 2 a r e c o n s e r v a tive, based on a m a x i m u m p o s s i b l e counting
e r r o r of one-half o s c i l l a t i o n . The r e p r o d u c i b i l ity of the dHvA frequency m e a s u r e m e n t s at a
given orientation was a few p e r c e n t . T h e r e was
evidence in the raw data for additional dllvA f r e q u e n c i e s , both l a r g e r and s m a l l e r than those
p r e s e n t e d in Fig. 2. However, the s i g n a l - t o noise r a t i o for t h e s e o s c i l l a t i o n s i s b a r e l y g r e a t e r than 1, so they a r e not included h e r e .
To i n t e r p r e t our r e s u l t s we have u s e d the band
calculation of Ref. 1. The calculation i s s i m i l a r
to that of M a t t h e l s s 9 ( i . e . , a u g m e n t e d - p l a n e - w a v e
method used with a n o n - s e l f - c o n s i s t e n l o v e r l a p p ing c h a r g e - d e n s i t y model, and Slater a=l e x change) except that non-muffin-tin t e r m s w e r e
included, and much g r e a t e r p r e c i s i o n was m a i n tained throughout ( i . e . , 56 p o i n t s in ¿ t h of the
zone v e r s u s M a t t h e i s s ' s 4, 3-mRy c o n v e r g e n c e
v e r s u s 30 mRy, e t c . ) . The solid lines in Fig. 2
a r e the p r e d i c t e d t h e o r e t i c a l frequencies from
Ref. 1. The c o r r e s p o n d e n c e between the o b s e r v e d
f r e q u e n c i e s and those labeled α, β, and γ Is good.
Based on t h i s we conclude that the o b s e r v e d f r e 
quencies a r e c o n s i s t e n t with a s e t of n e s t e d ellip
s o i d s at M, s i m i l a r to the o b s e r v a t i o n s in NbjSb'
9
and 3 С е Л (This conclusion 15 not r e a c h e d
from the data alone.) Since very low dHvA f r e 
quencies a r e d i s c r i m i n a t e d a g a i n s t in pulsedfleld e x p e r i m e n t s a s d i s c u s s e d above, it Is r e a 
s o n a b l e that we do not o b s e r v e the (low-mass)
lowest p r e d i c t e d b r a n c h e s in Fig. 2. Other l a r g e r
" m i s s i n g " o r b i t s have too high a m a s s
(mtKp*
- 2 . 4 m b a n d ) to be o b s e r v e d with this r e l a t i v e l y in-

TABLE I. dHvA frequencies for VjSi.
Orientation
1100]
lllO)

Frequency
(10* G)
6.24
4.60
7.78

s e n s i t i v e technique. F u r t h e r , the f r e q u e n c i e s
bunched n e a r 5 A 10 s G a r e too closely s p a c e d to
allow a c l e a r r e s o l u t i o n of b e a t s . Within t h e s e
limitations t h e r e i s excellent a g r e e m e n t between
our data and the p r e d i c t i o n s of the theory of Ref.
1. While the s y m m e t r y of the e x p e r i m e n t a l f r e 
quencies іь a m b i g u o u s , the magnitude is not. Sev
e r a l o t h e r band c a l c u l a t i o n s 3 · 9 · I 0 p r e d i c t s u r f a c e s
too l a r g e to fit our data, although it was pointed
out that the s i z e of s m a l l p i e c e s i s quite s e n s i 
tive to the exchange a p p r o x i m a t i o n . 1 0
We have i n d i r e c t l y and s i m u l t a n e o u s l y m e a 
s u r e d the a m s o t r o p y of the upper c r i t i c a l field
Hc2 for Nb 3 Sn a t the s a m e IO"1 i n t e r v a l s . Taking
the highest-field point of the n o r m a l - t o - s u p e r c o n ducting t r a n s i t i o n (Я d e c r e a s i n g ) a s defining Hc2f
we find that Hc2= 214 kOe (at Γ - 1 . 5 K) and is Iso
t r o p i c within the 1% p r e c i s i o n of our m e a s u r e 
m e n t s . ( F o r V3S1 we find tfc2=216 kOe at 7 = 1 . 5
K.) T h i s r e s u l t is significantly s m a l l e r than the
e a r l i e r (extrapolated) value of 240 kOe a t r = 0
or Я с 2 = 235 k O e a t T = 1 . 5 K. We have ruled out
that this difference i s due to e x t r i n s i c effects.
I n s t e a d , we believe that Ihe lower He2 is m t n n s i c
to the highly p e r f e c t (and well annealed) single
c r y s t a l s u s e d . Evidence to s u p p o r t this c o m e s
from t h e fact that a p o o r e r Nb 3 Sn s p e c i m e n ,
which gave only weak lower-frequency dHvA
o s c i l l a t i o n s , had a higher c r i t i c a l field
{Hci~2Z0
kOe along [100]) and also displayed s o m e slight
a n i s o t r o p y oiHe2 (slightly lower values e l s e 
where), c o n s i s t e n t with l i t e r a t u r e v a l u e s . 2
A significant c o n c e r n for future dHvA e x p e r i 
m e n t s on Nb 3 Sn may t u r n out to be the effect of
t h e r m a l l y cycling a single c r y s t a l through the
s t r u c t u r a l t r a n s f o r m a t i o n . Repeated t h e r m a l
cycling d e c r e a s e d the dHvA a m p l i t u d e s by at l e a s t
a factor of 2. T h e s e w e r e r e s t o r e d by a n n e a l i n g
a t 700 С for five d a y s . O u r data do not yet allow
us to d e t e r m i n e which factor (high To, p h a s e
s m e a r i n g , changes in e l e c t r o n i c s t r u c t u r e ) i s
p r i m a r i l y r e s p o n s i b l e for the signal d e g r a d a t i o n .
The change in the l a t t i c e p a r a m e t e r a c c o m p a n y 
ing the t r a n s f o r m a t i o n is only of o r d e r 1% so
that a major change in the band s t r u c t u r e i s not
expected. It does s e e m , however, that it may be
p o s s i b l e to u s e the dHvA effect a s a detailed
p r o b e of the e l e c t r o n i c c o n s e q u e n c e s of the Л15
s t r u c t u r a l t r a n s f o r m a t i o n and defect f o r m a t i o n .
We acknowledge the help provided by D r . Sven
Hornfeldt in connection with the s a m p l e r o t a t o r
design, and by M r . Welzenbeek in connection
with data logging. T h i s work was s u p p o r t e d by
the U. S. D e p a r t m e n t of Energy, the National
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Fermi

surface

The Fermi surface of a material is а к dependent property, which
readily leads to a detailed comparison between experiment and band
theory. The Fermi surface is a cut at the Fermi level through the
energy bands and it is easily derivable from the band structure. The
interest is because it is the sharp border between occupied and empty
levels at low temperature. At higher temperature there is a probability
of smearing due to the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions. In a metal
the electrons which are close to or at the surface, are the most mobile,
since they can move with a small amount of energy to other к states.
The Fermi surface of the isoelectronic A-15 materials МЬзЗп, V3SÌ
and

зСе have been studied experimentally by many techniques, which

include magnetothermal oscillations5, de Haas-van Alphen effect 6 and
positron annihilation techniques7

10

. The quantum oscillation techniques

yield frequencies which can be correlated to the extremal Fermi surface
cross-sectional areas. The second reprint of this chapter, ref.6,
discusses the de Haas-van Alphen effect in NbßSn. The positron annihilation data can also give direct information concerning the Fermi surface
topology.
Figure 3 of the first reprint shows the APW derived Fermi surface.
The labelling of the bands started with the lowest valence band. Each
band can be occupied by two electrons, one with spin up and one with
spin down. NbßSn has 38 valence electrons, so the Fermi energy has to
fall between band 19 and 20. The five M centered pieces and the big Г
centered piece are hole like while the open surface labelled 20 and the
small Г centered are electron like sheets.
The construction of a three-dimensional Fermi surface requires many
db initio

calculations, in practice this is not feasible thus various

interpolation schemes are required. A M-cubic harmonic fit has been
used for the ellipsodal like M centered pieces in NbjSn. The generalized
k.p interpolation scheme (see ref.4 and chapter lib) can be applied to
all parts of the Fermi surface which gives a good reflection of the ab
initio

Fermi surface along the high symmetry planes. Figure 3.2 shows

the k.p derived Fermi surface. As discussed in chapter lib the total
fit is a summation of four local k.p fits. The four centers are the high
symmetry points. Points far away from every Brillouin zone corner are
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Figure
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3.P. The k.p derived

R
Fermi surface

3.3 The combined k.p and Fourier

of

Nb,Sn

Fermi surface

of Nb¡Sn

difficult to fit and in these regions one introduces artificial band
slopes which have their origin in the combining function. The large 20
surface in figure 3.2 demonstrates these effects. The gradient of the
bands at the Fermi level, the Fermi velocity are also artificial in
these regions.
The calculation

of the averaged Fermi velocity and thus the

plasma energy and the anisotropy of H c

in section "Applied Super

conductivity" requires a Brillouin zone integration. However the entire
Fermi

surface should be represented correctly before such an integration

should be evaluated. We require that sheet 20 is smooth throughout the
zone, thus we apply the Fourier fit scheme rather than the k.p scheme.
The Fourier fit scheme has also been used to obtain the density of
states shown in figure 3.1. In order to improve the accuracy of the fit
one hundred twenty additional к points for band 20, close to the Fermi
surface, have been fit to fourty symmetrized Fourier stars. This Fourier
fit is only valid in a small energy range around the Fermi level (from
0.680 to 0.690 Ry) and is only used for the representation of the band
20 Fermi surface; the small sheets close to Г and R remain in the k.p
fit. Figure 3.3 shows the combined Fermi surface fit. This new fit is
used in the section "Applied Superconductivity".
Table 3.1 lists the correspondence between the experimental and
theoretical the de Haas-van Alphen frequencies. In addition, it lists
the calculated cyclotron band masses, which are not corrected for the
electron-phonon mass enhancement. The size of this correction, to the
band masses, can be estimated from heat capacity measurements 11 as 1.2
or from tunneling measurements

19

as 1.8. This large electron-phonon

enhancement is due to soft phonon-modes present in many high T c super
conductivity materials. The M centered orbit properties are calculated
from the M harmonic fit, while the Г centered orbit data are derived
from к vectors found from the APW secular matrix. The errors of the two
19th masses are relatively large because they were found by numerical
differentiation.
The positron annihilation technique, as far as we know, has not
been used to study Nb^Sn single crystals. However V^Si, which is isoelectronic to ИЬзЗп, has been the subject of several positron
annihilation measurements

".
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TABLE 3.1

Areas and effective masses in the [OOl] and [llO]
directions. All entires are given in atomic units.

[001]
A
A
exp
theory
(xlOO) (xlOO)

Symmetry

M-centered orbits

b)
theory

m л

0.47

0.23

16 (z)

0.74
,12

17 (z)
18 (z)

theory
(xlOO)

m* b )
theory

a)

15 (z)

15 (x,y)

[110]
Ae x
P
(xlOO)

1.58

16 (x,y)

1.16

0.42

0.64

2.02

0.97

1.17

0.35

0.65

0.32

1.43

0.43

1.61

0.46

2.01

1.03

0.99

0.77

1.66

0.49

17 (x,y)

1.28

1.59

r-centered orbit
19

13.14

2.13 + .05

13.66

2.9 + .15

Notes:
a) The M orbits are ordered from low to high frequency in the [001]
direction of figure 2 on page 60
b) m*

should be multiplied by 1+λ(=2.5) to obtain the experimental

b

The dHvA data of Arko et dl.

for V3SÌ, taken along [100] and [110],

show oscillations whose ratios are within 5% of those of NbjSn, although the magnitudes differ by about 7%. We interprete these data to
imply that the Fermi surfaces of НЬзЗп and V3SÍ are microscopically
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racher similar (the M-centered pieces represent only a small volume of
к space). If we make a comparison between the V3SÌ positron annihilation derived Fermi surface and our calculated МЪзЗп surface, we can
perhaps make some detailed statements about the relationship of the
electronic structure of these two A-I5's materials.
Samoilov and Weger 8 have reported positron annihilation experi
ments in V3SÌ in the [100] direction. Although they have enhanced the
sensitivity of their data by means of a novel folding technique, the
resolution of their experiment was limited to 0.5 milliradians (or
0.20 ir/a units). They find (their figure 2) a derivative structure of
the momentum distribution with three peaks along [100] at 0.19, 0.64
and 0.8A π/a units. A planar section of the Fermi surface perpendicular
to the measure direction gives rise to discontinuities in the momentum
distribution, hence to δ-function singularities in its derivative. This
is strong evidence for boxlike Fermi surface pieces. If we now focus on
our calculated NbßSn surface, we see two cubical boxlike structures of
band 20 and 19 centered at Γ and intersecting

the Γ to X ([100]) line

at 0.15 and 0.64 π/a units, respectively, and the Γ toM([ll0]) line at
0.15 and 0.62 π/a units, respectively. Figure 3.4 shows one half of the
Γ centered band 19 Fermi surface. Visible is the planar structure
perpendicular to the [100] direction. These boxlike features are also
invariant to slight shifts (+_ 3 mRy) of Ep, although the exact inter
section distances varies slightly with Ep. Clearly there is a good
agreement between the flat band 20 and 19 intersections of [lOO] and
Samoilov and Weger's first two peaks 8 . Band 20 is a possible candidate
for their third peak, particularly the flat structure centered at X in
confluence with the multiple structure at M. However the identification
of the third peak remains tentative.
Manuel et at.

9

measured the angular correlation of the positron

annihilation radiation also for V3SÌ. Their derived Fermi surface
topology is in agreement with our ИЬзЗп derived Fermi surface. Their
conclusions and our interpretations are the following. There is a hole
box centered at Г whose edge is at 0.25 +_ 0.07 π/a, our band 20 box.
There is an electron box centered at Г with a 0.75 +^ 0.07 π/a edge, our
19th box. In addition, there is a hole ellipsoid like structure at M,
one of our M centered ellipsoids (band 15 through 18) and they have
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Figure
One half

of the Γ centered

boxlike

3. 4
Fermi surface

sheet

labelled

19

seen electron structure at R, which perhaps can be interpreted by our
small

electron pockets 20 and 21. However, there is one rather strange

phenomena namely the charge signs of the Γ centered boxes are reversed
(a hole becomes an electron pocket and visa vera). Our Г ^ band which
is the origin of the boxes is in qualtitative agreement concerning slope
with other Nb-jSn band calculations (see chapter V) .
Farmer et

a l . 1 0 have also performed two-dimensional angular

correlation studies of the positron annihilation radiation of V3SÌ.
Their conclusions which are shown in figure 4 of ref. 12 are two nested
cylindrical surfaces along the zone edges (r=0.2 and 0.4 ir/a), a hole
surface around R, and extra electron density centered at X. The first
observation can be described by a cylindrical like surface with r=0.1
ir/a formed by bands 15, 16 and 18, and by a not completely cylindrical
surface with r=0.25 π/a formed by bands 18 and 19. The second observa
tion of Farmer et

at.

can not be related to one of our sheets, while

the last conclusion can be related to our band 20 which surrounds
almost completely X. Strange, Farmer et
for a boxlike

al.

10

did not find any evidence

structure.

This boxlike structures are important because it has the same
physical effects as the linear chain or Labbé-Friedel -Weger
band

model 1 3 . The distance between nearest neighbors in one chain is

about 20% less than the distance between nearest neighbors in different
chains. Suppose that the electronic band structure of the d electrons
of the Niobium (or the Vanadium) atoms can be described in the tightbinding approximation. If only nearest neighbor interactions are considered, then the chains are decoupled and the band structure has a
largely one-dimensional character. The wave functions are localized on
one family of chains, the constant energy surfaces are planar,
perpendicular to the coordinate axes, and the Fermi surface is composed
of rectangular "boxlike" surfaces. The surfaces seen by Samoilov and
Weger , Manuel et

al.

and calculated here indicate quite convincingly

that one-dimensional character is present in the high T c A-15 compounds
NbßSn and V3SÌ. In chapter V we will discuss the linear chain model
more extensively as well as other band models.
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Density of

states

The density of energy levels per unit volume of a crystal is commonly
known as the density of states. It reflects the density of electron
bands sorted according to energy, and can be thought of as a horizontal
(k space) summation of the energy bands. This quantity which is a
scalar function, can be expressed by

NCE) =

—
4π3

ƒ
Ε(£)=Ε

- т ^ l

VE(k)

(О

l

where the integration is over constant energy surfaces. Chapter lie
discusses the integration method, the tetrahedron scheme, as applied in
this work. In figure 3.1 of the survey section of this chapter the
total density of states is shown from the bottom of the valence band
to just above Ey for МЪзЗп. There we also discuss the experimental
density of states obtained from an XPS measurement 3 . Table 1 of the
first reprint in this chapter compares the densities of states at the
Fermi energy (Ep) derived from several experiments and from our
calculation.
As noted above, the density of states shownin figure 3.1 is ob
tained from the Fourier fit of the APW energy bands. It is plotted in
figure 3.5 on a similar energy scale as used for the band structure
figure 1 on page 56. We estimate that the vertical accuracy of figure
3.5 is better than I!?11*. Thus, in a simple model, the electron count
used to define Ep could be in error by about 38xl%=0.38 electrons,
leading to an error in Ep of 6Ep= N/(dN/dE)=1.6 mRy. Ep in КЪзЗп can
vary only slightly because the value of the density of states is so
large. Although there is much structure on a fine scale, a singular
Labbé-Friedel density of states 15 near Ep does not emerge. (It is
possible that anomalies exist between the grid points spaced at 1.25
mRy, but we believe that this is unlikely). Since there is no large
rise in the density of states just above Ep. there is no evidence from
our work to support an electronic Jahn-Teller distortion.
A microscopic test of derivatives of the density of states is
provided by the temperature dependence of the magnetic or Pauli
susceptibility (χ). In most metals the temperature dependence of X is
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band 20 is nao fitted

by

very small. The first reprint of this chapter discusses the calculation
and results of X(T). The dominant effect is that the Fermi level itself
is strongly temperature dependent and varies by more than 4 mRy as the
temperature ranges from 0

to 300 K. The possibility of such strong

Fermi level motion in ИЬзЗп has previously been stressed in the model
1б

calculations of Cohen et аЪ.

A microscopic examination shows that the

band model density of states of figure 3.5 is rather similar in its
features to the Cohen model and without adjustment would fit, in the
16

same way, the temperature dependent resistivity .
As discussed earlier the generalized k.p interpolation method is
applied to the МЪзЗп APW energy bands. The k.p representation of the
electronic bands around Ep is used to calculate a finer density of
states in this energy region. Figure 3.6 which has the same horizontal
scale as figure 3.5, shows the k.p derived density of states. The
difference in N(E) below -0.05 Ry between the two figures is arising
- >

->•

from the fact that only bands around Ej· are included in the k.p fit
set. No anomalies appear in N(E) if the space between the grid points
is lowered to 0.1 mRy. This result was already above suggested.
The Fermi energy in the k.p fit is calculated to be 1 mRy higher than
in the Fourier fit. This shift is within the root mean square error of
the Fourier and k.p fit and comparable to the error inherent in the ab
•initio

band structure.
The detailed structure around Ej. (+10 mRy) shows microscopic

differences between the two densities of states. Remaining, however,
is the steep drop in N(E) at Ер+7 mRy. This fall in the density of
states is situated, within 1 mRy, at the same place in the Fourier case.
So the temperature dependence of the susceptibility, calculated from
the È.p fit, will be of the same order as calculated previously (figure
2 on page 5 7 ) . A large N(Ep) is also present in both fits, namely 243
and 232 states/Ry-unit cell, respectively.
Figure 3.7 shows the band by band decomposition of the k.p density
of states. Note that the energy scale is even more expanded than in
figure 3.6. The various kind of van Hove singularities which are visible in the figure can be labelled by the wave function character at the
high symmetry points. For example, the enormous peak at 0.652 Ry can be
labelled Г25' The density of states at the Fermi energy is for 85%
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derived from contributions of band 19 and 20. This corresponds to the
Fermi surface of the big hole centered at Γ and the electron sea around
X, respectively. Another surprizing effect found by this decomposition
is the drop in band 19 density of states 4 mRy above E F . This drop is
from 120 to 15 states/Ry unit-cell, and can in part be responsible for
the extreme temperature dependence of the Pauli susceptibility. The
susceptibility does not show such a drastic dependence since band 20
rises by 60 states/Ry-unit cell in the same energy range.
Figure 3.8 is equivalent to figure 3.7 except the k.p fit of band
20 is replaced by its Fourier fit. This replacement has been discussed
above. As expected there are no large changes in the overall density of
states. The N(E) of band 20 is now smooth compared to its subdensity of
states in figure 3.7, because the artificial singularities created in
the bands have now been eliminated. The gradient of the energy and thus
the density of states contribution is now reliable in that Brillouin
zone region. The N(Ep) in the new fit is 221 states/Ry-unit cell which
is 5% lower than in the complete k.p fit. The change m

Ε-p itself is on

a milliRydberg scale negligible. The rise in band 20 subdensity of
states at 0.690 Ry remains.
In conclusion, a large N(Ep) is a firm property of NbßSn, and its
N(E) curve shows a large drop just above E-p. The first feature gives
anomalous values to some derived quantities (see next section) and the
second feature is maybe responsible for the anomalous temperature
dependence of several properties (listed in chapter I ) .
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Applied

superaonductivity

This last section of this chapter on NbßSn presents calculations of
several transport properties and of the anisotropy of the upper critical
field (H„ ) . This work, is done in collaboration with Dr. R. Blaschke of
c
2
the Gesamthochschule Wuppertal at Wuppertal, West Germany.
The Drude plasma energy, fL·; the averaged Fermi velocity at the
Fermi energy, <v|,> ; and the London penetration depth at 0 Κ, λ can
be derived from the electronic band structure near E p 1 7 . The function
x(k) averaged over к space is defined as <x(k)> . The asteriks super
script for lambda, the penetration depth, is the renormalized
penetration depth as it influences the electron-electron coupling. The
Fermi velocity squared is expressed by
<V2>

= J4 π 3

ƒ

dS |VE(k)|

(1)

E(fr=E F

where the integration is over all Fermi surface pieces, and is
evaluated through the application of the Monte Carlo method (see chapter
lie). 45,769 к Points in l/48th of the Brillouin zone were involved, of
which 10,000 were situated within 4 mRy of the Fermi level. The summation
is performed for each band; a summation over bands is implied in
equation (1).
The plasma energy is a measure of the energy involved in the
formation of a collective electronic density variation, a plasmon, and
its square is given by

Ω

2

=

„
,
8π T î 2 e 2

-

)

=

5.24χ103<ν2>Ν(Ε„)
F
F_

(2)

where a« is the volume of the unit cell in A 3 and N(E ) the density of
states at the Fermi energy in states/spin-eV-unit cell. The N(E ) is
F
obtained by applying the same method and the same к points set as used
in obtaining <V^> .
F
The London penetration depth gives the distance that an external
magnetic field can make itself felt inside a superconductor. The sur
face of the superconductor is parallel to the field direction18 and λ* is
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given by
cK = 1.98xl0
Ρ
where (l+λ)

3

(Ι+λ)*
Ρ

is the renormalisation factor which one can derive from

experiments, for example electron tunneling measurements 19 (λ=1.8 +_ 0.15).
Table 3.2 lists some calculated transport quantities and those
derived from experiments. Our agreement

with the experimental data is

better than that found from other band structure calculations. Those
band structures were also obtained by APW calculations but did not
include a general form of potential.
Macroscopic anisotropy phenomena2^ are observed in the magnetisa
tion curve of crystalline superconductors (e.g. the anisotropy of Η
and Η c ) , and in the structure of the flux-line lattice of the mixed
2
state. The anisotropy of a quantity is the dependence of that quantity
on the orientation of the crystal axes relative to the direction of
the external magnetic field. In addition, a correlation exists between
the symmetry of the crystal lattice and the structure of the flux-line
lattice, and a relation between the relative orientation of these two
lattices. Among the various macroscopic anisotropy phenomena, up to now
only the anisotropy of Η

, the upper critical field of a type II supei^
С2
26-26

conductor, has been extensively investigated by t h e o r y
and experi
ment (e.g. for Nb-jSn by Foner and McNif f 2 9 ) . The anisotropy of H C 2 re
flects the microscopic anisotropies of the electronic system, i.e. the
electronic anisotropies in the normal state (Fermi surface and Fermi
velocity) and the anisotropy of the energy gap of the superconducting state.
In cubic metals the dependence of H
on the orientation of field
C2

direction Я relative to the crystal axes obviously has to reflect the
cubic symmetry. Hence the orientation dependence of Ηc (fl) (or of the
2
27
relative anisotropy ΔΗ c (H)/Hc ) may be expressed in terms of ortho2 30 2
normalised cubic harmonics H 7 (Й) of the identity representation

ΔΗc (Й)
2
Hp

c
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Ηc

2

(fl)-Hc
Η

2

c2

2

Σ
£=4,6

Н г (Й)

aj(t,a)

(4)

TABLE 3.2

Calculated and experimental transport parameters of Nb,Sn

<V2>S
<V^>ä
,.nñ „„/„„„\
(.08 сш/sec)

Source

Ш

?

Ωρ

)

(states/
l a
£ l %

(eV)

χ*
(Ä)

our work

0,.318

0..114

16.2

5 .41

other band calculations:
Mattheiss et
al.17
Klein et
al.20

0..305
0,.278

0,,110
0..100

7.1
11.7

3,.42 965
4,.00

0.,074

15±6

experimental work:
Orlando et
al.2í
22
Tüttö et al.

4.0
5.6

Arnolds et al.23
Blaschke24

600
690

1.78 taken from Ref.19

TABLE 3.3

610

Calculated anisotropy parameters of Η

IF

in Nb_Sn

Y

2

4

.34 ± 0.2

.15 ± .013

6

.18 ± 0.16

-.03 ± .01

8

.27 + .02

-.02 ± .01

where H

denotes the average over all possible field directions. An

additional subscript

should be introduced in the notation of cubic

harmonics to label the different irreducible representations for an I
equal twelve or higher. We suppress this subscript since high order
angular momentum contributions are far beyond the resolution of present
H

С2

anisotropy measurements. The expansion coefficients a 7 (t,a) reveal
L

the microscopic anisotropics of the superconducting electron system.
These coefficients depend on the reduced temperature (t=T/T ) and on
the impurity parameter α which measures the impurity scattering in the
sample. For weak coupling superconductors with small anisotropy (only
linear effects are considered)

Teichler 2 7 has given an expression of

the form
а г (с,а) = Cj [ Y J F h[ F (t,a) + γ ^ hj*(t,a) + Y 2 h|(t,a) ]
The numerical c o e f f i c i e n t s

4

·

<H

C, are given i n R e f . 2 7 . The q u a n t i t i e s

Z(7F)>FS

і Ф = 2<Н г (

γ|

where

_.

(5)

( 6 )

(Др/<Др>-1)>р5

(7)

= <VV<v2/<v!>-I)>FS

is the Fermi velocity and Δ

(8)

is the gap function in the

pure state, are material parameters of the host metal. The parameters
1Φ
γ, describe the anisotropy of the attractive electron-electron coupling
.
. I F
and thus the anisotropy of the energy gap of the pure material. γ 7
measures the anisotropy of the direction of the Fermi velocity and thus
the shape of the Fermi surface and -t2 characterizes the anisotropy of V 2 .
The h* (t,a) are weight functions describing the weights by which these
different microscopic anisotropies contribute to the anisotropy of Η
C 2
i
Numerically calculated plots of the h 7 (t,a) have been published in Ref.
27 for 1=4 and Z=6 and 0<д<2.
From our electronic band structure of the cubic normal state of
Nb3Sn we are able to calculate the material parameters γ 7
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and γ?. We

ΙΦ

.

1Φ .

can not derive γ 7 , so we ignore it. Although γ,

IF

is comparable to γ, ,

but experiments show a small gap anisotropy of NbjSn' . Table 3.3 gives
the calculated yi's. From these values and using the plots of h 7 (t,a)
in Ref.27, we evaluate equation 4 for several reduced temperatures and
impurities.
Foner and McNiff 2 9 measured the anisotropy of Η
c

0

crystals; they found at 8 K Η

C2

[100]>H

[l]l]>H

C2

C2

in Nb3Sn single
2

[llO]and 6=

(H [100]-H [110])/H [I00]=0.05. On the contrary Arko et al.
C2
с
C2
found that in Nb^Sb Η
is isotropic to within 1% the accuracy of their
J

С2

measurements. The temperature of the samples and their purity were
different for the two experiments. We found for the pure material (аЦЭ.О)
at t=0.5 (T=8.50K) an 6=0.06 +_ 0.01 which is within the experimental
error equal of the Foner and McNiff value. An increase of α will
decrease our 6. The ordering in Η (ft) is slightly different, we find
c

Η

C2

[100]>H

С2

[111]>H

С2

2

[110],but the difference between the last two is

only 10% of the difference between the first two.
The behavior of Ηc (fl) for Nb-iSn below the critical temperature
2
Τ , can be expressed
using
a perturbation on the Η
behavior at Τ 2 ° .
v
Б
c'
*
C2
с
Of course, Η (T=T )=0 kG, so we will normalize with respect to the
С2

с

derivative of Η
C2

6H
H

C2 "

с

δΤ

(9)

т=т
с

Berthel and Pietrass 2 8 derived such an expression for clean super
conductors. They deduce an expression for H

as function of the reduced

C2

temperature dependence Θ=1-Τ/Τ ,
с
Η
С2

where

( ,Я)/Н

І

= 0+].35

С2

2

Aj - (8/15) (<u£ > FS -1)
A 2 = (>/2)(5<U^x>FS-<U^>FS)

^-

<

2

+З.Об5[А 1 +А 2 К2(Я)]0 Ю(

И8

3

)

(10)

(Ю
(.2)
(13)

К2(Я) is the second order cubic harmonic 3 0 . Aj is the anisotropic para-
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meter of the lowest order, and is similar to the Fermi surface
average of the fourth order cubic harmonic <H[,(V )> , which is
IF
27
equivalent to уц in Teichler's theory . The isotropic averages like
Aj are absorbed in a redefinition of the parameters which determine the
magnitude of the coefficients

by.

Aj and A2 were calculated at the same time, so the same к point
set is involved, as the Teichler quantities. Aj and A2 are found from
the Fermi velocity at the Fermi surface alone. Aj is equal to 0.28 and
A2 is equal to 0.13, so both are positive. A2 is also found 2 " as
positive from experimental data 2 5 ; in that we agree.
This section calculated several superconductivity quantities only.
We hope that in the future more experiments will be performed which
will answer the validity of our calculated parameters. Perhaps the
Nijmegen high magnetic field facility can be used.
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CHAPTER II/ : Wb 3 Sb

In contrast to Nb^Sn which is discussed in the previous chapter, МЪзЗЬ
has a low superconducting critical temperature1 (T =0.2 Κ ) , although
these two A-15 compounds differ by only one additional valence electron
per В side atom. Tin has a 5 s 2 5 p 2 configuration and antimony a 5 s 2 5 p 3 .
The lattice constants of Nb,Sn and Nb.Sb are very similar 9.981

and

9.928 atomic units, respectively. Other properties of Nb-Sb are a small
density of states at the Fermi energy1

(N(E_)=51 States/Ry-cell),small
г

compared to that of Nb.Sn: the smallest, known electron-phonon
enhancement2 in an A-15 (λ=0.3). Nb.Sb does not show a phonon-mode
softening with decreasing temperature1. This softening is a characteris
tic of the A-15 compounds.
The rigid band (RB) approximation3, a rough estimate to the
electronic structure, can be applied here since the lattice constants
of Nb.Sn and Nb.Sb differ less than 0.5% and the character of the
conduction electrons is the same (d-type for both materials). Using the
rigid band approximation the Nb,Sn electronic band structure can be used
as a model for that of Nb,Sb. The Fermi energy of this model Nb.Sb band
structure must be shifted upward from that of Nb,Sn to accommodate for
the additional two electrons, which is equal to one band. Figure 1 on
page

shows the Nb.Sn band structure with the estimated Nb.Sb Fermi

energy. The N(E ) is then estimated to 50 States/Ry-cell (see figure
г
3.5) and the derived Fermi surface has two electron holes at M and four
electron pockets at R. We used this Nb Sb Fermi surface estimate for a
first comparison with the existing de Haas-van Alphen data.
Arko, Fisk and Mueller 4 proposed from their dHvA frequencies a
Fermi surface which is built of a small ellipse and a bigger cylinder
both centered at M and a small sphere centered at R. In addition, they
assumed that the M cylinders are in contact to each other via an R
centered surface (see fig.3 in ref.4). From the model band structure of
Nb Sb (fig.Ion page 56) we see a small ellipse arising from the M2
level, a bigger M centered Fermi surface sheet originating from the
conduction level Mg ,two small R centered pockets and finally two bigger
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R centered pieces. The interconnection of the big M and R centered
sheets along the line Τ (R to M) is also possible. All the Fermi sur
faces pieces of Nb Sb proposed by Arko et

al.^

are present in our rigid-

band model. Aware of this similarity, it is worthwhile to perform an ab
initio

band calculation of Nb.Sb, in order to produce a Nb,Sb Fermi

surface which can serve as further guide in understanding the new
experimental data.

Survey
The electronic band structure of Nb Sb is calculated along the same
lines as that of Nb Sn. This procedure is explained in detail in chapter
IIa. The results of these calculations are shown along the high symmetry
lines in figure 1 of the hereafter following reprint. As explained
above, the calculation of de Haas-van Alphen frequencies needs an
accurate and fast interpolation method of the electronic bands at E .
One of the possible methods is the generalized k.p method which is
discussed in chapter lib. The band structure shown in figure 4.1 is
obtained by the k.p matrices described in appendix A and the fit of 286
independent к points, where theAPW spectrum is calculated. Because of
the smaller secular matrix (15 vs.300) the k.p method is about 10,000
times faster than the calculation of the energy bands from the APW
secular matrix. We obtain a band structure which is almost identical to
the APW bands (fig.l on page 8 8 ) . Along some lines (e.g. S one sees the
limits of the local fit scheme, as small "wiggles" in the band structure.
No "wiggle" is commensurate with a band near E .
The k.p fit is first used for the calculation of the density of
states and from this the Fermi energy is derived. The density of states
of Nb Sb close to Ep (+_ 100 mRy) is shown in figure 4.2. This density
of states is obtained through the application of the tetrahedron method
(see chapter lie). Bands below -0.06 Ry and above 0.11 Ry are not in
cluded in the k.p fit set. A comparison between this density of states
and the one of Nb,Sn (figure 3.6) shows many similarities, only for
Nb Sb E falls to the right side of the Nb d band manifold instead of
J
F
within the d band complex as for Nb Sn. Our calculated value of N(E )
j

F

(39 states/Ry-unit cell) when compared to the value derived from the
heat capacity1 (51 states/Ry-unit cell) yields a value for l+λ, where λ ,
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the electron-phonon enhancement, is the same (λ=0.31) as the value
deduced from the McMillan equation from the superconducting critical
temperature.
We are now able to generate through our

interpolation scheme the

de Haas-van Alphen spectrum of Nb.Sb. The reprint given in this chapter
discusses the relation between the renewed dHvA data measured by Arko
et

al.5

and our proposed spectrum. The hereafter following section gives

the calculation details of the Fermi surface and the dHvA spectrum, and
the cyclotron masses of the orbits. The derived electron-phonon mass
2

enhancement factor (λ=0.2-0.3) is comparable to the measured value . In
addition, the Shubnikov-de Haas data obtained by Sellmyer et

б

al.

are

related to our frequency spectrum.
From a detailed examination of the ab initio

band structures of

Nb Sn and Nb.Sb we can conclude that the rigid band approximation is not
valid for the Nb Sn/Nb.Sb system on a fine scale, although an average
property like the density of states is only slightly affected. Compari
son of the energy levels at the high symmetry points shows that the
order is changed for M states. The M2 lies above E
and below E,, in the ab initio
F

in "pseudo" Nb.Sb

Nb.Sb. The number of Fermi surface sheets
3

differs at M, we find from the ab initio

bands three holes instead of

the two from the rigid-band approximation. Furthermore the curvature of
the R-centered electron pockets is also different (see the Τ line).
Primarily these differences reflect the atomic parentage of the band
structures in the two materials. Those levels arising primarily from
Nbd electrons are more or less the same; those arising primarily from
the β and ρ orbitals on the В sublattice are, on a scale of a few
milliRydbergs, different. The detailed agreement between a microscopic
measurement

like dHvA spectra and the calculated band structure of

NbßSb suggests a high precision. Further measurements beyond Arko et
in КЬзЗп are strongly indicated.
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HIGH PRECISION FERMI SURFACE OF ttt^Sb
A.T. van Kessel, H.W. Myron and F.M. Mueller
Research Institute for Materials and
High Field Magnet Laboratory
University of Nijmegen
Toernooiveld, Nijmegen, The Netherlands
ABSTRACT
The electronic band structure and Fermi surface of
Nb3Sb have been calculated using an APW method adapted to
a general form of potential. A comparison between calculated and measured extremal cross sectional areas showed
not only close topological similarity , but also close
agreement for all seven Fermi surface sheets. It is concluded that this is the highest precision Fermi surface
now known of any A-15 material.
Materials based on the O-wolfram or A-15 crystallographlc phase continue to be of interest because of their
high superconductivity , phase instabilities , magnetic
anomolies and martensitic transformations . Understanding
these properties has been slowed somewhat because of
intrinsic difficulties; these are multi-atom per unit cell,
transition metal compounds, exhibiting complex behavior.
Hence it is reasonable to question the extent to which the
band approach might be valid or applicable. The Fermi surface has played a dominant rôle in developing understanding
in simple, noble and transition metals, so it is natural to
consider such experiments in A-15 systems too.
Graebner and Kunzler (1969) have measured the magnetothermal oscillations of
зСе ; three orbits of very small
extremal areas were found. Arko et αϊ. (1977) used the de
Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) effect and studied NbßSb.Arko et al.
(1978) observed dHvA oscillations in NbßSn which were interpreted as a series of ellipsiods centered about M following the band structure of van Kessel et αϊ. (1978). Positron
annihilation has been used to study the Fermi surface of
V3SÌ by Berko and Weger (19 70) . More recently two-dimensional
experiments have been performed by Manuel et al.(1979) and
Farmer et al. 0-973, which have yielded additional information.
Here we present an investigation of the Fermi surface
of Nb3Sb using the APW method. For this A-15 material many
of the experimental difficulties are not present. For example,
Nb3Sb crystals are now available with resistivity ratios
of 100 to 150 and unlike NbjSn or V3SÌ the upper critical
field, H C 2 , is low. In addition new dHvA measurements of
Nb3Sb have been reported by Arko et αϊ.(1979).
The band structure was calculated using a general form
potential as outlined by van Kessel et αϊ.(1978). A large
number of к points in the vicinity of Ef are required in
order to calculate dHvA frequencies. A systematic K.p
interpolation method for the electronic structure has been
developed by Jansen et αϊ. (1979) and adapted to 0¿ symmetry.
The electronic structure of №>зЗЬ along the high
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Figure 1. The energy bands of МЬзЗЬ
symmetry lines in the vicinity of the Fermi energy is shown
in Fig. 1. The Fermi energy falls above the states Γι 2 and
has intersections with the band structure surrounding the
M point (holes) and the R point (electrons) . The box like
Fermi surface sheet surrounding the Γ point previously
found by van Kessel et αΖ.(1978) for ЫЬзБп is absent in
МЬзЗЬ. This box like Fermi surface sheet has been confirmed
for isoelectronic V3SÌ by positron annihilation. One may
expect that Nb3Sb 1 _ x Sn x forms a rigid band system, however
this seems not to be the case, for example the ordering of
the states at M from below to above Ef is 9, 10, 2 and θ
for Nb3Sn and 2, 9, 10 and θ for МЬзЗЬ. The relative shift
downward of the M2 (predominantly Sb ρ states) with respect
to the Nb dband manifold is due to the increasing electro
negativity of Sb with respect to Sn.
In Fig. 2 the Fermi surface of МЬзЗЬ (intersecting
bands 18-24) is shown in the principle symmetry planes. The
principle structures are oscullated ellipsoidal holes sur
rounding the M point and a confluence of electron sheets
surrounding the R point. Other calculations on A-15's by
Klein et al. (1978) and Pickett et al.(1979) yield a similar
description of the Fermi surface around R, but shifts of
approximately 20 mRy are required to obtain small hole
pockets about M, using rigid band shifts of their МЬзХ.
In order to provide the best possible description of
the Fermi surface of МЬз5Ь 4 we have utilized the freedom
available in our systematic к.ρ interpolation scheme to make
small adjustments from those parameters derived by fitting
the APW bands. For simplicity we restricted our adjustment
to shifting the "zeroth" parameters only (i.e. a rigid shift
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of the entire band).
The shifts were all
within our estimated
error of 3-4 mRy. The
high degree of cor
relation exhibited in
Fig. 3 everywhere sug
gests that the adjusted
bands are in error by
about 0.3 to 0.4 mRy
at most. Some futher
dHvA experiments in
the (110) plane are in
progress as a final
check on the validity „
_,
of our model.
Figure 2. The Fermi surface of МЬзЗЬ
While frequency ξι approximately corresponds to the
lower branch of band 19, the frequency ξ2 (open circles),
the middle branch of 19, is precisely a second harmonic of
a.2. The upper branch of 19 m the (010) plane, according to
our calculations, is nearly degenerate with the 24 (β) orbit.
This makes positive identification of these orbits difficult.
If the magnetic breakdown as reported by Sellmyer et
al.
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(1980) using the Shubnikov de Haas effect, occurs along the
[001] direction and gives rise to the ω orbit, we interpret
this as a breakdown between the bands 20 and 21 (see Fig. 2) .
The measured cross sectional area of the breakdown agrees
with our interpretation.
We conclude that: 1) the Fermi surface of ИЬзБЬ as cal
culated without any adjustment yields qualitative agreement
on a scale of 3-4 mRy with a majority of the dHvA branches,
2) many parts of the dHvA branches denoted as 21(6), 22(η),
23 (у) and 24(B) were not observed in the initial measure
ments and were predicted by the band model before additional
data was obtained, 3) after remeasuring the frequencies,
the dHvA areas were recalculated using adjustments to obtain
an optimal fit. We believe this represents the first suc
cessful marriage of an ab initio
calculation to the experi
mental Fermi surface of any A-15 compound on a scale of
less than 1 mRy error.
This work was supported as part of the research pro
gram of the Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Mate
rie with financial support from the Nederlandse Organisatie
voor Zuiver Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek.
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properties

and effective

masses

The previous chapter gives an introduction to A-15 Fermi surfaces. In a
metal, the Fermi energy intersects the (three dimensional) band
structure at E

η

(к) = E , producing a (two dimensional) surface in the
г

momentum space. Empty states exist infinitesimally above E , so any
г

microscopic probe produces mobile electrons, whose response can be
measured by a variety of techniques. The Fermi surface, shown in fig.
4.3, is obtained from the ab initio

Nb Sb energy bands through a linear

interpolation on a fine mesh grid of к points on the high symmetry
planes. As expected, three M centered and four R centered sheets are
found. The labelling of the pieces is according to band number; the
lowest valence band is the first band and correspondingly labelled 1.
Nb.Sb has 40 valence electrons per unit cell (5 electrons from each Nb
and Sb site); the Fermi level thus falls between band 20 and 21, so the
M centered sheets are holes and the R centered pieces are electron
pockets. Nb Sb is a compensated material, so the total volume of the
holes is equal to the total volume of the electron pockets. This
constraint is of course fulfilled for our APW Fermi surface. The
compensation constraint gives an alternative method to the determination
of the Fermi energy.
To describe completely the Fermi surface of Nb Sb an interpolation
scheme is required. In practice it is not feasible to evaluate the APW
secular matrix every time. The generalized k.p scheme, discussed in
-*•->•

chapter lib, can be applied here. However for the Nb,Sb Fermi surface
the limits imposed by the combining function are not present since all
Fermi surface sheets are located in two disjoint k.p fit domains (the
holes in the M fit range and the electron pockets in the R fit range),
so that one expansion domain may be used for each. Figure 4.4 shows the
Fermi surface obtained from the k.p fit of the Nb.Sb
similarity of the ab initio

APW bands. The

and fitted Fermi surface is clear, obvious

showing that the (local) k.p fits accurately represent the underlying
APW band structure.
The k.p fit of the bands near E

which is used to derive the Fermi

г

surface of Nb Sb, is used as a generator of the de Haas-van Alphen
frequency spectrum and the effective band masses. Before discussing the
calculated dHvA frequencies a brief discussion will be given of the
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dHvA effect itself.
The de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) effect which was first discovered
by de Haas and van Alphen in 1930 at Leiden, is the oscillatory compo
nent of the magnetic susceptibility (χ=δΜ/δΗ) of a metal found at low
temperature and in high magnetic field. The theory of the dHvA effect
has been given by Lifshitz and Kosevich7. We give here the basic
equations and the used formulas; interested readers may for example
consult the review article by SellmyerB or the book by Ashcroft9. In an
uniform magnetic field (H) the semiclassical equations of electron
dynamics are
V(£) = i
R

VE(k)

(1)

and
R|^

= -e V(k) χ Η

(2)

These equations show that in к space electrons move on trajectories
which are the intersections of surfaces of constant energy and planes
perpendicular to the magnetic field. These cross-sectional areas (A )
are quantized in so called Landau levels, due to the Sommerfeld
quantum condition
A

= (η+γ) 2π e H/R

(3)

η

where η is an integer and γ a phase constant. Since A

increases with

η

H, as the field is increased the various Landau levels will burst
through the Fermi energy causing a fluctuation in the free energy of
the system which causes equilibrium properties, such as the
magnetisation, to oscillate as the field changes. It is easy to see
from equation (3) that the oscillations are periodic in inverse field.
Two successive Landau levels crossing an extremal area (A ) of the
Fermi surface have a period in field equal
2

Η

n+I
XI

Η

η

π

e

R A
e

(4)
K
'

This period results in the Onsager relation 10 for the dHvA frequency
93

F = -^-

A

2πβ

= 374.1

e

if F is given in megaGauss and A

A

(5)

e

(area) is in atomic units. The

cyclotron mass associated to the motion around this extremal crosssectional area is defined by
*

1

m =

SA

,,,.

7 ¿Ë

(6)

if A is given in atomic units and E in Rydberg. The experimental
cyclotron masses are derived from the amplitude of the oscillations.
The dHvA frequencies (F) and the effective masses (m ) can be calculated (equation (5) and (6)) from the geometry of the Fermi surface
sheets. It is also possible to obtain Fermi surface radii from dHvA
areas through the application of an inversion scheme 11 .
Implicit in the above dHvA discussion has been the requirement
that the electron relaxation time is slow compared to the period of
the orbit (τ>—

or ты с >1), so that the amplitude of the effect is not

obliterated by scattering. Naturally, this implies that rather pure
single crystals must be employed and for intermetallic compounds,
residual resistance ratios (RRR) of at least 10 are required. However
this requirement is rather arbitrary. Arko et

at.1*

used a Nb.Sb single

crystal with a RRR equal to 90 or more. The oscillatory structure in
1/H will also be washed out if

kgT is greater than the typical energy

separation between adjoining tubes of Landau levels. Arko et

1

al. *

measured the dHvA effect at 0.5 К using the power of the modulation
field technique in fields of 7 Tesla. Another requirement for the
measurement of the dHvA effect is that the crystal is not in the supei^
conducting state, since the Meissner effect expells the external
magnetic field and causes complex smearing due to magnetic domains. So,
the external field has to be higher than the upper critical field (H ).
For Nb,Sn, discussed in chapter III, this requirement gives the need
of fields in excess of 22 T. No such high fields are necessary for
Nb.Sb which Τ is equal to 0.2OK.
3
с
After this short explanation of dHvA effect we now describe the
calculation of the dHvA frequency spectrum. Figure 4.6 shows the dHvA
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frequencies calculated from the k.p fits around M and R. The Fermi
energy is optimalized so that band 18 gives the best fit of the experi
mental ellipse α . The experimental dHvA frequency spectrum can also be
found in figure 3a of the reprint in this chapter. The difference
between the Fermi level found from the integration of the density of
states and the Fermi level which gives an optimal fit of the α
frequencies is 3.0 mRy. This shift in E

to higher energy reduces the
г

band 18 Fermi surface and is comparable to the error intrinsic in our
APW bands.
The small Fermi surface sheets, two M centered ellipsoids (18,19)
and two R centered pieces (23,24) have only cross-sectional areas which
are located in the planes through the high symmetry point, so called
central orbits. In contrast, the curvature of the bigger orbits (20,21,
22) leads to non-central orbits. This can be seen from figure 4.4. For
example, the central cross-sectional area of the biggest R centered
orbit (21) in the [100] direction is smaller than the cross-sectional
area parallel to this central orbit and cutting through the peaks in the
rXR and XMR planes. This two orbits can be found in figure 4.6 in the
[001] direction at 30 and 34 MGauss, respectively. The band 19 Fermi
surface, the paprika like structure, leads to several non-central
extremal cross-sectional areas. Arko et
proposed

al.1*

suggested that their

γ Fermi surface yields a non-central orbityj in the [001]

direction (see figure 3a on page 8 9 ) .
The correspondence between the orbits found by Arko, Fisk and
Mueller

from the dHvA effect and our calculated frequencies is clear.

Some orbits are even in excellent quantitative agreement (band 18 and
24). Other orbits show qualitative agreement, but are shifted in
frequency (bands 20,21 and 22). Two of our Fermi surface sheets were
not found in the dHvA frequency spectrum measured in \977l*

(bands 19

and 23).
Our predicted dHvA frequency spectrum stimulated Arko, Crabtree
and Fisk 5 to remeasure the dHvA effect in Nb Sb. Their new data is at
slightly higher field (7.5 T) and lower temperature^0.35 K) than that
of their earlier measurements1*. Aware of our calculated spectrum, it
was easier for them to identify frequencies as belonging to a new
orbit than as due to higher order harmonic from lower lying frequency.
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They also reexamined previous data and found new features. The new
analyses were only performed in the (110) plane. Figure 3a on page 89
contains the sum total of the dHvA frequency data obtained in Nb.Sb.
Meanwhile, we shifted the individual Fermi surface sheets in such
a way that they give all quantitative agreement to the experimental
cross-sectional areas. Band 18 is unaffected, it was already optimized.
Band 19 is shifted down by 0.5 mRy to give optimal fit to the first
harmonic of the α frequencies, but is latter found to correspond to the
new obtained ζ frequencies. Band 20 is also shifted down by 1.5 mRy, and
it corresponds to fits the γ,χ and e frequencies in figure 3a on page
Band 21 is shifted down by 3.5 mRy, and corresponds to the S frequencies.
Band 22 is shifted down by 6.0 mRy, it fits the η frequencies and gives
also understanding to some of the frequencies around 10 MGauss in the
[001] direction. Bands 23 and 24 are not shifted, and can be found in
the experimental dHvA frequencies as y and g, respectively. Figure 3b
on page 89 displays the calculated and optimalized dHvA frequency
spectrum. Note that the correspondence is excellent over the entire
angular range. The Fermi surface with the individual sheets shifted by
the energies listed above is shown in figure 4.5. Except for some
detailed differences, e.g. degenerations are lifted (by small spin or
bit effects not included in our calculations) the overall curvature is
not affected. The optimized theoretical dHvA spectrum also yields a
compensated metal, that is to say the sum of the volume of the three Mcentered holes is equal to the sum of the volume of the four R-centered
electron pockets. The above listed shifts are relative to the Fermi
energy obtained for an optimalized agreement between band 18 and the α
frequencies. The shifts according to our initial Fermi level, derived
from the density of states, are +3.0, +2.5, +1.5, -0.5, -3.0, + 3.0 and
+ 3.0 mRy for the bands 18 through 24, respectively. All shifts are
within our estimated band error of 3.0 mRy.
From our Nb Sb band structure (figure 4.1), it is visible that a
shift in Ε„ of the order of 10 mRy can give enormous changes in the
Fermi surface structure. Knowing this, it is remarkable that our non
self-consistent Nb,Sb bands can produce such a high level agreement
with high precision experiment such as the dHvA effect. The excellent
agreement probably lies in the general form of potential included in
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our APW secular matrix and an optimal choice of the initial starting
potential.
The Fermi surface of Nb,Sb is also used to calculate the effective
band masses along the high symmetry directions. Table 4.1 lists our
cyclotron masses calculated,equation (6), at the individual optimal
Fermi energies. The experimental effective masses listed

in table 4.1

are taken from the references 4 and 12. The earlier published table
with calculated cyclotron masses^3 was generated at one overall Fermi
energy, the optimal band 18 to α fit, and can be used to deduce the
sensitivity of the effective masses to energy changes. It follows that
the sensitivity of band masses to energy shifts is larger than that of
the areas. This behavior was expected, since a first order derivative
is more difficult to fit than a zeroth order derivative, the function
itself.
Table 4.1 also lists the calculated electron-phonon mass enhance
ments. They can be obtained from the quotient of experimental and
calculated effective masses. This quotient is equal to one plus the
enhancement factor. The enhancement factor is introduced because the
phonons affect the electron-electron interaction and thus the electronic
bands. The phononic influence happens in such a way that the bands
become steeper at E

and the derivative, the effective mass, becomes

bigger. The electron-phonon enhancement factor can also be detected
experimentally by specific heat on tunneling measurements. Knapp et
derived from specific

heat data

al.

a λ for Nb Sb equal 0.3, which is

about the same as our calculated averaged mass enhancement.
As established during the dHvA effect discussion, the

free energy

of a system shows an oscillatory behavior if the system is brought into
an external magnetic field. This in turn causes fluctuations in
equilibrium properties, such as the magnetisation (dHvA effect), tempe
rature (magnetothermal oscillations) and conductivity (Shubnikov-de
Haas (SdH) effect). Sellmyer et

al.

6

measured the magnetoresistance and

its oscillatory compound (SdH effect) for Nb Sb. They derived from their
measurements several SdH frequencies. Most SdH frequencies fitted well
into the dHvA spectrum of Arko et

al.

5

Sellmyer et

at.

did found some

frequencies of theaj 2 branch, the 6 orbit and the various γ branches.
Figure 4 of reference 6 shows this correspondence. Inaddition, the SdH
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TABLE h.1

Effective masses and orbital λ's for МЪзЗЪ

Orientation

m* (theory)

M centered orbits
18 (ζ)
"l
a
18 (x,y)
2,3
18
a
a
18 (χ,y)
2,3
18 (ζ)
ai

[001]
[001]
[111]
[110]
[110]

0.19
0.20
0.21
0.20
0.20

19
19
19
19
19

(ζ)
(χ,y)

?!
ζ2

[001]
[001]
[111]
[110]
[110]

0.26
0.48
0.35
0.32
0.51

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

(ζ)
(χ,y)
(x.y)

Ϊ1
X
e
1.2
Ύ
V2,3
Yl
Vl
Ϊ3
Y2

[001]
[001]
[001]
[111]
[110]
[110]
Ab
Ab
Ab

0.59
0.98
0.88
0.87
0.70
1.02
0.67
1.07
0.73

[001]
[001]
[111]
[ПО]
[ПО]
Ab

1.92
1.28
1.40
1.47
1.46
1.54

[001]
[001]

0.98
1.02
1.31
1.60
1.08

Band

Frequency

(χ,y)
(ζ)

(χ,y)
(ζ)
(ζ)
(y)
(χ)

R centered orbits
21
«1
«2
δ
«1
б2
δ
22

ni
Y

'l
Л
η
η
23

μ

ν
μ
24

Β
β
6

[m]

[по]
[001]
[πι]
[ПО]

0.93
0.37
0.58

[001]
[ΠΙ]

0.60
0.42
0.47

[по]

m*(exp)

λ

0.26

0.24

0.70

0.19

1.34
1.10
0.89
1.75
0.60
1.5
1.10

0.52
0.26
0.27
0.72
-0.10
0.4
0.51

1.58

0.13

1.7

0.1

1.1

0.0

0.52
0.64

0.24
0.36

Notes: a) The labelling of the experimental frequencies from ref 5
b) Orientation A is 27 5 from [001] to [101]
с) Orientation В is 40 0 from [001] to [101]

frequency spectrum contains a new frequency, denoted in reference 6 as
ω, apparently not observed in the dHvA work. This ω frequency is only
observed near [001] and the upward curvature of the ω frequency as Η
moves away from [00l] appears to be real (F [001] = 2.5mG).
The field dependence of the magnetoresistance was investigated
carefully in the vicinity of [00l] since a large-amplitude SdH oscilla
tion is present in that direction. The size of this oscillation is quite
suggestive of a magnetic breakdown process in which an open orbit is
being successively turned on and off as various Landau level sweep
through a particular sheet of Fermi surface. Sellmyer et

αΖ.6

observed a tendency for the magnetoresistance to saturate. This effect
can correspond to a multiply-connected Fermi surface or a loss of
compensation due to magnetic breakdown. In conclusion, the observed ω
frequency can not be related to the upper branch of band 19, although
they have the same frequency, but should be correlated to a breakdown
orbit which gives rise to a multiple-connected Fermi surface. One can
imagine magnetic breakdown between band 20 (hole) and band 21 (electron)
shown in figure

4.7. This leads to an egg-shaped cyclotron orbits whose

area corresponds to the ω frequency. Such a breakdown orbit would also
increase in frequency as Η is tipped away from [001], as observed. If
this orbit breaks down, an open orbit results which is similar to the
jungle-jim topology initially proposed by Arko et

at.

(see figure 3 of

ref.4).
The corresponding measurements of dHvA and SdH were performed at
7.5 Τ and 21.5 T, respectively. The probability of breakdown increases
for increasing field and the tunnelling probability from the hole
(electron) orbit onto the electron (hole) orbit is given by

Ρ = exp (-H0/H)

(7)

where
π(ΔΕ) 2
Ho

(8)
4 fi e v |
г

ΔΕ is the band gap between band 20 and 21, and ν

the Fermi velocity at
г
the edges of the two bands where breakdown is expected. We calculated
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Figure

4.7 The optimized
Also

shown is

Nb^Sb Fermi surface
the possible

in the

breakdown orbit

[001] -plane.
ω.
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that a field of 20 Τ has breakdown probability of the order of 40%,
which explains why such effects are seen in the SdH experiments and not
in dHvA effect. Of course dHvA at 21.5 Τ should also show breakdown and
would be interesting.
In conclusion we should like to reiterate that we believe this
research represents the first successful marriage of an ab

i-rvítio

calculation to the experimental Fermi surface of any A-15 compound on a
scale of less than 1 mRy error.
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CHAPTER V : VISCUSSION

This chapter reviews the various electronic models which have been
applied to understand the anomalous properties of the A-15 compounds.
The results discussed in this thesis will be related to these
electronic models and to A-15 band structures which have been calculated by other groups.
The first attempt to account quantitatively for the strong
temperature dependence of the susceptibility, the Knight shift and the
nuclear spin lattice relaxation rate of some A-15's was made by
Clogston and Jaccarino . They assumed a density of states in which the
Fermi level falls at a narrow parabolic peak due to the A site d
electrons. They found that such a narrow peak was able to explain the
temperature dependence of the electronic properties of several A-15
compounds. The basic idea, a sharp peak in the density of states at or
close to Ep, has been a consistent feature of all subsequent ab

initio

calculations of A-15 materials.
Later, Cohen et

al2, proposed a step like density of states with

Ep close to a step. Their model could also explain the electronic
properties of most A-15 compounds. Since their density of states is
essential different to the previous discussed model Cohen et

aï.

concluded that a sharp variation of the density of states in the close
vicinity of Ep is the main reason for the strong temperature dependence
of the electronic properties of some A-15's. The exact form of this
variation is of secondary importance only. This is in basic agreement
with every ai> initio

A-15 band calculation.

The simplest band-like model for the A-15 materials is the linear
chain model of Weger 3 , Labbé and Friedel1*. This model neglects all
interchain interactions. Their argumentation was since the intrachain
atomic distance is about 20% less than the interchain atomic distance
intrachain effects would dominate. In the tight-binding approximation
with nearest neighbors being considered, the chains become completely
decoupled. The band structure has an appoximately one-dimensional
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character. The Fermi surface is composed of rectangular "boxlike"
surfaces.Further simplifications were employed by Labbi and Friedel .
In addition, they neglect interband coupling and crystal field effects.
Thus the d band is decomposed into five independent bands and the
density of states show an E

singularity at the band edges. Putting

the Fermi level close to a band edge results in strong energy
dependence of the density of states in the vicinity of the Fermi level,
again giving rise to a strong temperature dependence of the electronic
properties. The observed Martensitic transformation is in this model
regarded as a Jahn-Teller effect. One family of chains contracts and
two expand and electrons flow from the expanding to the contracting
chains, causing a lowering of the total energy. The lowering can occur
if Ep is close to a square root singularity in the density of states.
One third of the peak is shifted to lower energy and two thirds to
higher energy. The full three-dimensional structure (figure 2.4) shows
little to resemble five disjoint simple cosine bands associated with
the one-dimensional Labbé-Friedel model 8 . Nevertheless one feature of
our results (and probably the most significant) is one-dimensional:
the boxlike Fermi surface surrounding Γ in Nb^Sn. That such a
complicated material should show so simple a feature must be con
sidered remarkable.
The magnitude of the second neighbor d-d

interactions is similar
5

in the A-15 structure and in the bcc crystal of A atoms . The ratio of
number of second neighbors to nearest neighbors is 4 in the A-15
structure, whereas this ratio is 0.75 in the bcc structure. The rela
tive contribution of any shell of neighbors to the A atom d band width
is approximately proportional to the product of the number of neighbors
times the strength of the interaction. This suggests that second
neighbor d-d

interactions could easily be more important in the A-15

compounds than in the bcc metals. To correct the deficiencies in the
linear chain model, Weger and Goldberg" have extended this model to
include limited coupling between the chains. They applied the linear
combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) interpolation method' to fit the
8

APW results of Mattheiss on the high symmetry points. Their initial
effort has been described as the independent band approximation (IBA).
This IBA model includes both intrachain and interchain d-d
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inter-

actions within a given d subband. However, it omits all hybridization
interactions between the A atom subbands as well as many p-d

inter

actions between the В atom ρ and the A atom d orbi tais. As a result of
these approximations, the IBA model produces extremely large peaks in
the density of states, resulting from bands that are flat throughout
the ΓΧΜ plane of the Brillouin zone. Our A-15 energy bands also have in
the ΓΧΜ plane a flat character but only in the vicinity of the Γ point.
The IBA model shows on a global scale similarities to the APW structure
(fig. 10 of ref. 5 ) .
Goldberg" has extended the IBA model to include interband hybridi
zation and p-d

interactions between the various d subbands in the A-15

structure. In principle, this coupled band approximation (CBA) is
5

equivalent to the LCAO model of Mattheiss . The main difference lies in
the basis functions,the CBA involves orthogonalized atomic orbitals,
whereas the LCAO model treats s-d

and p-d

overlap explicitly. The size

of the fit parameters involved demonstrates that interband hybridi
zation is substantial in the A-15 compounds, even at symmetry points in
the Brillouin zone. Consequently, the two largest peaks in the IBA
density of states disappear entirely in the CBA results. A problem for
the CBA calculation is the low density of states at Ep for V-jGa, since
a large N(Ep) should be obtained. We found in our density of states
curves some huge peaks, up to 400 states/Ry-unit cell, which have their
origin in the slowly varying energy bands near Γ. So we conclude that
some states are less affected by the interband and interchain inter
actions. The form of the CBA model is in itself correct, however the
parameters used by Goldberg and Weger were derived from the APW results
of Mattheiss (at that time the only avialable ob initio

calculations).

These APW results utilized a bare muffin-tin crystal potential (see
below) have according to our results an error of about 80 mRy at most.
This deviation is larger than the root mean square error in the CBA fit
to the Mattheiss bands (46 mRy). The CBA model is a scheme which has
been fit to a low precision band calculation, thus the results obtained
are in general unreliable.
The above discussed semiempirical models have been used to
interpret the anomalous physical properties of the high T c A-15
materials which involve fine structure in the density of states within
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a few mRy of the Fermi level. This degree of accuracy also should be
obtained in an оЬ гпгЬго

band calculation in order to be able to derive

conclusions about the validity and limitations of various microscopic
models that concentrate exclusively on such details in the density of
states near Ε-p. None of the APW results discussed in the next para
graphs have an

intrinsic error of less than a few mRy except our bands

derived from a general form of potential.
The microscopic theory of the electronic structure was pioneered
8

by Mattheiss , who carried out APW calculations on the A-15 compounds
V-jX with X = A1 > Si, Co, Ga, Ge and As. These non-self-consistent energy
bands were obtained from a bare muffin-tin crystal potential and were
only converged to 30 mRy. Except for VoGa these calculations were only
performed on the four symmetry points and in addition, a rough density
of states was constructed for V^Ga. The main features of the simple
electronic models can be found in Mattheiss results. The density of
states is in qualitative agreement with the schematic model proposed
by Clogston and Jaccarino . The Fermi energy of V^Ga coincides with a
peak in the density of states which is primarily due to the A atom d
bands. Perhaps the main conclusion is that there is no evidence for
noticeable one-dimensional features in the electronic structure.
Subsequent calculations by Mattheiss 5 for V3SÌ, V-jGe, НЬзАІ and
NboSn (all high Τ

materials) has an order of magnitude better

convergence. In these, the so called warping terms which correct for
the non-constant behavior of the crystal potential in the interstitial
region have been included. The application of the LCAO method to the
APW results at the four high symmetry points was used as an interpola
tion scheme. The improved accuracy and the use of an interpolation
method gave Mattheiss the possibility of constructing a Fermi surface.
Figure 13 of ref.5 shows the Fermi surface of V-jSi and V^Ge. As
discussed before, the Fermi surface of V^Si which is iso-electronic to
КЬзЗп, can be used as a first estimate of the NbjSn Fermi surface.
Mattheiss APW bands show the similarity between V3SÌ and МЪзЗп (fig.6
of ref.5), but only a few features of the V3SÌ Fermi surface of
Mattheiss can be found in our NbßSn Fermi surface (fig.3 on page 57).
Some M centered hole ellipsoids and an electron sea around X are common,
but the boxlike sheets centered at Γ are not present in Mattheiss V3SÌ
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Fermi surface. Again Mattheiss did not find any evidence for a one
dimensional character in the electronic structure of the system
V3SÌ / МЪзЗп.
Self-consistent APW calculations were performed by Klein,
Papaconstantopoulos, Boyer and M a t t h e i s s

10-12

. Their obtained band

structures are self-consistent, with warping terms for the interstitial
potential corrections, with relativistic effects (neglecting spin-orbit
coupling) and in addition during iterations a soft core approximation
was used. For every iteration cycle the energy bands were calculated at
only 10 points in l/48th of the Brillouin zone, but the final bands
were calculated at a finer mesh of 35 points. The potential inside the
muffin-tins is approximated by a spherical average. Klein et

at.

ignored the deviations from the average which have there origin in the
chain structure of the A atoms. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show this potential
behavior. The first A-15 compound calculated along these lines by Klein
et

0

all

is V3SÌ. The energy bands of V3SÌ are even on a microscopic

scale similar to our ttt^Sn bands. As we found for МЬзБп, the Fermi
level of V3SÌ falls just on a huge peak (260 states / Ry-unit cell)
primarily from the Г12 state (Vanadium d like character). The next A-15
material calculated by Klein et

αΐί 1 is

зСа. Again and true for the

following calculations of ten A-15's by Klein et

at}2

their mesh in к

space is too large to obtain a reliable Fermi surface. The іг/4ао к mesh
used makes a comparison with experimental Fermi surface data difficult
and can not give detailed information about the band structure. Klein
et

al)3

used their calculations for к space averaged properties such

as density of states, plasma energy and other transport and super
conductivity quantities. Mattheiss and Tes tardi11* also calculated some
transport quantities from Mattheiss APW bands and from the pseudopotential results (discussed below). The resulting quantities of Klein
et

al.

and Mattheiss et

Recently Klein et

al.

are discussed above in chapter III.

aíí5applied the same self-consistent procedure to

МЪзЗЬ. The ЯЬзЗЪ Fermi surface although not presented can be derived
from their bands. This would consist of three R centered holes (also
found by experiments, see chapter IV) and some M centered pieces.
Muffin-tin corrections to the potential could change this Fermi surface
(as we have found to be the case). However, the global structure R and
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M centered Fermi surface sheets will remain. Their Nb-jSn b a n d s

12

could

probably give a Fermi surface (also not presented) with high-mass Γ
electron pockets and M and R centered holes. If a general potential
inside the muffin-tin spheres had been considered, then shifts in the
bands around M and R (see fig.2.5) would lead to significant variations
in the Fermi surface. The Γ12 level will probably be unaffected by this
addition. The band structures performed by Klein et

al.

are not reliable

for determining Fermi surf aces but are useful for the calculation of space
averaged quantities.
16

Jarlborg and A r b m a n '

17

have done linear muffin-tin orbital(LMTO)

band structure calculations for a large number of A-15 materials. NbnSn
and Nb^Sb are among their set of compounds. Inherent to the LMTO method
is the atomic sphere approximation (ASA). The ASA is a further simpli
fication of the muffin-tin potential. The crystal potential is now
represented as spherically symmetric in the overlapping Wigner-Seitz
spheres. The overlapping Wigner-Seitz spheres, larger than the touching
muffin-tin spheres, have the same total volume as that of the unit cell.
This additional approximation to the crystal potential yields computa
tional benefits. The LMTO method, in essence a tight-binding method is
applied to this potential representation. The resulting band structures
are equivalent to all other ab irvit-io

band structures. The obtained

density of states curves for NbßSn and №>зЗЬ 1 7 show the same structure
as found in our curves. The LMTO density of states are 160 and 30 states
/Ry-unit cell, respectively, comparable to our results. One should note
that Jarlborg 1 7 calculated a charge transfer to the В side atoms of less
than 0.15 electron per atom for both compounds. Jarlborg and Arbman did
not calculate any к dependent electronic properties. An examination of
their energy bands 1 " gives the indication that the electronic properties
are probably not comparable to experimental data. This lack mainly due
to the potential approximations inherent to their methods.
The self-consistent pseudo-potential method has also been applied
to the A-15 crystal structure. Using this method Pickett et

ali 8

calculated the energy bands of the A-15 compounds 1№>зСе and ЯЪзАІ and
of the artificial A-15's Nb,Nb and Nb^* (chains only).

The important

simplification in the pseudo-potential method is the replacement of the
nuclei and core electrons by an effective potential which gives the
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same valence electron solutions outside the core region. The behavior
of the valence and conduction electrons is described porperly and from
this the bonding and the charge distributions
18

Pickett, Ho and C o h e n '

19

18

can be evaluated.

obtained for Nb-jGe which is iso-electronic

to Nb^Sn a Fermi surface which consists of two M centered hole
ellipsiods, some small R centered sheets, one Γ centered large surface
(r = 0.5 ir/ao) and an open surface from the Γ12 level. All the Fermi
surface sheets of NboGe can more or less be related to experimental
data and to our results. This is not surprising since Pickett et

ali 8

аЪ.

find

also used a potential of completely general form. Pickett et
A

little evidence for rigid-band behavior in the Nt>3 l Ctei

system. This

is relatable to our statement that Nb,Sn Sb.
is also not ascribable
3 χ 1-х
by the rigid-band approximation. The charge distributions calculated
from the pseudo-potential results show that no charge transfer occurs
from the cubic sites to the Mb chains, and that there is some covalent
like bonding between Nb chain atoms. Since a general form of potential
is considered in the self-consistent pseudo-potential calculations, the
resulting band structures and derived quantities are comparable to
experimental data and to our APW bands also calculated from a general
form of potential.
Now we have related our Nb-jSn and NboSb results to experimental
data (chapters III and IV) and to other A-15 band calculations (this
chapter) we can make some final statements about the validity of our
results. The principal source of error in any band calculation lies in
the crystal potential. Hopefully, these errors would be minimized if
the potential was calculated self-consistently, though, errors would
persist because of the approximate treatment of exchange and correlation
effect. Both types of errors occur in the present calculations which
are not performed self-consistently. However, all the discussed band
techniques contain these errors, even the self-consistent methods.
Important is the way the band method uses the crystal potential. Is it
transformed into a bare muffin-tin potential or even with the atomic
sphere approximation? Is it treated as a corrected muffin-tin potential
and are these corrections only considered in the interstitial region or
also inside the muffin-tin spheres? The resulting effects of these
corrections are of the order of 30 mRy which are for the small A-15 d
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band manifold significant. Our crystal potential is general and shows
similarities to the V-jSi charge density distribution derived from x-ray
data (Staudenmann et

0

α Ζ ? ) . The crystal potential contour maps (figures

2.2 and 2.3) demonstrate the influence of the inside muffin-tin correc
tion. The crystal potential has a chain structure along the Nb chains
but the corresponding bare muffin-tin potential eliminates this
potential chain. This difference can be found in the experimental
confirmed boxlike Fermi surface sheets which are related to the presence
of some one-dimensional character'. This general form of potential, also
treated by Pickett et

s

ali

is the origin for the excellent agreement of

our results to a host of experimental data.
The charge transfer in A-15 compounds which is considered in self12

1

consistent calculations ' '^

9

is of minor effect. Values less than

two tenths of an electron are found. Considering the excellent agreement
to experimental data, we conclude that self-consistency in A-l5 energy
band structures is less important than the use of the full crystal
potential.
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APPEWPÏX A : THE t.ρ

MOVEL HAMILTOWIAWS

This Appendix focusses on the used method for constructing the four
7

model Hamiltonians .
The space group symmetry of A-15 type materials is 0^ (Pm3n). 0^
distinguishes itselfs from 0¿ by having the mixed space group operation
it, | Сц[Т00]} instead of the usual С 4 [Too]. This group operation, also
known as a glide plane, is a combination of the translation vector (a/2,
a/2, a/2) and a rotation of π/2 about the [100] axes. The same is true
for the [ОТО] and [OOT] axes.
Independently Mattheiss

1

and Gorskowski

2

generated the 0^ irre

ducible representations and operandset. There is some inconsistency in
3

their labeling . We follow the notation of BSWV The 0

3

high symmetry

point representations are named Γ, Χ, M and R; the necessary 0^
representations Γ,Χ and M.
Multiplying two 0

3

η

irreducible reps gives a representation which

can be reduced into 0^ irreducible reps. Even if we do not know the
basis functions of the 0 3 irreducible reps, we are able to construct
h
the model Hamiltonians; their matrix elements are integrals of products
of O 3 basis functions.
η
The matrices are constructed through the following steps:
- generating by computer all the matrices of the irreducible reps at
the four К points, by using reference 2;
- determine the Hamiltonian dimensions by looking at the APW band
structure;
- calculating Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, using the method of van den
Broek 5 ;
- determine the phase factors of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients;
- estimate the number of parameters involved, by generating low order
independent basis functions for every 0¿ irreducible reps.
h
Every appearance of an 0¿ irreducible reps in the formed 0 3
η
h
multiplication blocks is independent of their other appearances. So
every 0,| irreducible reps has an attached adjustable parameter. For
convenience we fixed the zeroth order ones; by this we already deleted
10 parameters in the M set.
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The Hamiltonian should be Hermitian; this is also true for the
four model Hamiltonians as well. This constraint gives one the
capability of determining the Clebsch-Gordon phase factors. If only
imaginary parameters appear in the highest order polynomial terms,
deleting these terms will not raise the accuracy of the fit to a large
extend, but will result in a real Hamiltonian with all the benefits of
it. We finally obtain a real symmetric matrix in which diagonalisation
proceeds faster. Examples are the deleted Γ2 term in the Γΐ2 χ Γΐ2 block
and the deleted Γ^'ίη the ^25' *^25'

block. In the end we have to work

with two real ( Γ and M) and two complex (X and R) matrices.

TABLE A.1

Number of used symmetry independent parameters
distributed on order for the high symmetry points

Order

49

48

90

64

0

2

3

10

2

1

0

4

14

4

2

6

12

40

9

3

0

14

36

14

4

13

18

5

0

total used

6
8
10

Note:

12 (Γ12 Tiz

16 (only dia
gonal blocks)
Г12хГ25.)

8 (Γ12 Χ Γ 1 2 )
10 (Γ12 Χ Γ 1 2 )

the zeroth order parameters are frozen for all high symmetry
points to the APW energies
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21

Table Α.1 gives the list of the number of adjustable parameters
as a function of order. The ratio between number of parameters and order
grows on from Γ through X and R to M. There are two reasons for this,
first the dimension of the Hamiltonian is equal to the number of bands
fitted and second the local group symmetries of the high symmetry
points are of different dimensions.

The Y(0,0,0)

model

Hamiltonian

Table A.2 lists the matrix elements of the considered bands Γ251 and
TJJ. Table A.3 shows the used basis functions for the participating Γ
representations. The imaginary polynomials are deleted from this model
Hamiltonian (Γ2, Γ ^ ι

in the diagonal blocks). This makes the matrix

real symmetric. The polynomials of the different blocks go to different
order: Г ^ х Г ^

tenth order, T ^ x ^ s ' sixth order and ^ 5 1 x ^ 5 1

fourth

order.
From the APW derived Fermi surface we find a flat piece perpendi
cular to the [100] directions (fig.2 of chapter III). For fitting this
Fermi surface section one needs very high order polynomials in Γ, we
went up to the tenth order in Τ ι?

TABLE A.2

block.

Product representation of Γ(0,0,0)

Γ25'

Γΐ2

Γ12

Γ25·

Г1

+

Г?2

ГІ2+ІГ2

Γΐ-Γ?2

2Γ?5·

2ГІ5·

/з r g g ' - r l s '

-Г§5.-/ЗГІ5'

-/3 Γ2 5 .-ΓΪ5·

-ГЬ' ЛГ?5·

+

Гі+2ГЬ
r ^ s - i r b ' Гі-г? г +Лг1 2
rSs'+irls«

ГІ5-ІГ?5·

Гі-гЬ-ЛгЬ
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TABLE A.3

Used symmetry adapted polynomials at

1 ;R

2

ÎR1* Î X 4 * yHz 1 *
1

ГІ2

/3(x 2 -y 2 ) ; /3 R 2 (x 2 -y 2 ) ; / З ^ - у * )

ΓΪ2

(2z - x -y ) ; R (2z -x -y ) ; (2z *-x *-y )

2

ГІ5

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

l

l,

yz(y 2 -z 2 ) ; yzR 2 (y 2 -z 2 ) ; yzx 2 (y 2 -z 2 )

45
Γ?5

140,0,0)

and
:

cyclic permutations of т\$'

rjji

xy ; xyR 2 ; xyz 2 ; xyR1* ; xyz1*, xyz 2 R 2 ; xy (x^+y^+z1*)
Г25 1

r^jt

and

cyclic permutations of F^s'

Fj

(Г12 diagonal block) :

i = 0,2,4,6,8,10 ; i+n ^ 10

R 1 ; Ri(x',+yl,+zlt) ; R i ( x 2 y 2 z 2 )
К

12

y

B + 28)

( Г ^ diagonal block) : i,j=2,4,6,8, 10 ; Í+J4IO
/ЗСхі-у 1 ) ; RJ /ЗСхі-уі)

12

ri

1(Х8+

:

(ггі-хі-уі) ; RJ(2zi-xi-yi)

Г/ге Χζτ/α,Ο,Ο)

model

Hamiltonian

Table A.4 lists the entire group multiplication of Χ(θ3). The group of
X consists of four doublets, labelled х 1 ,Х2 > Хз and Хц. The constructed
Hamiltonian contains the levels xi,X2 and x^. The final matrix is
Hermitian; complex polynomials already appear in first order. Table A.5
shows the basis functions of X(0p) which are to be substituted in
table A.4.
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TABLE Α.4

Product representations of X(if/a,0,0)
ХЗ

X2

Xl

Χι*

Χχ+Χι,·
*1

x2

X2-iX3t

Xj ~ X^r

хз+х2.

Xit+iXl'

X! + XV

Χι,-iXl'

X3-X2·

X2-ÌX3·

Cs+Cs'

-ФФ

X3

Cs+Cß' -Cg+Cs'
C5+C5.

Η

C5-C5-

-C5-C5. -C5+C5.

Notes :

Xi-V

ct*ct>

C s - C s ' Xi + Xj'

-Cs-Cs'

"Cs+Csr Хг-іХг 1

Xi-Xi'

C5+C5. - C 5 + C 5 , Хз + X y

Χι,+ίΧι,ι

Χι + Xji

Χ3-Χ?

Х2-ІХ2·

Cs+C?.

-C5+C3

Хц-ІХ^г

Xl-Xl'

C5 = ХІ+ІХ|

с* = xj-ixi
C5i = X ^ +ix|i
C5i= X^t-ixli

TABLE A.5

Xl

Used Х(тг/а,0,0) centered symmetry adapted polynomials

l;^2;y2+z2;^;y2z2

Xl'

х 2 ( у 2 + г 2 ) . у 4 + г Л

x2

у^гг-Муг-гЪ-.у^-х1*

X3

yz

X3·

x(y2-z2)

-

X4.

x;x3;x

xy

4'
«i·

y;y3;yx2;yz2

χ·*

4

Ц

xz

x2.

xyz
(y2+z2)

z-,z3;zx2;zy2

The U (ті/а,ъ/а,0)

model

Hamíltoman

Table
Г а Ы е A.6
Α. 6 lists
lists the
the entire
entire group
group multiplication
mul
of M(O^). Most levels
are used in the model Hamiltonian (see table 2.2). Table A.7 gives, as
usual, the polynomials which ar
are basisfunctions of MCo'·) that should be
substituted in the Hamiltonian.

The Ρ (Tr/ajTr/ajTr/aJ model

Hamilton-ian

Table A.8 represents the constructed R centered model Hamiltonian. This
matrix is Hermitian, imaginary parts are present already to first order
(rj5) and hence not deleted as for the case of Γ and M. Table A.9
gives a list of the polynomials needed in the effective Hamiltonian.
Note that in the К[,хКц block the more dimensional representations of Γ
appear two times each. These twin appearances are independent, except
the T2S^ polynomials, they are dependent because of the Hermitian
demands of the Hamiltonian^'7.

TABLE A. 7

Ml
M2

Used symmetry adapted polynomials М(тт/а,-п7а,0) centered

2

2

1;z ;x +y
x

2

2_y2

xy

xyz

Мз'

z(x -y )

IV

z;z^;z(x2+y2)

2

2

x;xz 2 ;x(x 2 +y 2 )
M
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l

yz

M?'

2

2

2

y;yz ;y(x +y )

TABLE Α.6

m

1

Product representations of M

2

m

m

3

m

4

m

5

m
6

10

rai

Ml

тг

Мз

щ

ma

tv

Мг'

Ml

пц

M,

Мз

Ml

Mt

Мз'

Mf

Ml

MÏ·

M3·

M3

Ml

м2
м4

Мц

Мц'

M2·

M2

M2'

M^'

M3

Ml

м§

Mi'

м1'

Ml

M§

М5'

мі
Ml

м§

MJ'

Ml

M!'

m

5

м2
м2

m

6

Мц

м2

m7

Мз·

Mi·

mB

Mi'

Мз'

м^

м|-

mg

m

10

м§·
м^
Ml

-Ml'

-Mi'

Ml'

Ml

Mj'

-Ml

Ml
-мі

Ml

Ml -мі
мі' Ml'
Ml' -Ml'

MJ+MJ

Мз-іМц

Мі+Мг

Мц' +Мз'

М 2 ' -iMj'

MJ+MJ

М2'+ІМ!'

Мц'-Мз'

Мз-ІМц

MJ-M2

TABLE Α. 8 Product representations of К(тг/а,тг/а,7г/а)
'

•

R2

Ri
г1+г2

Щ

Γ1-Γ2

f*r} 2 .-if*rÎ2
і£*гІ2 £*гЬ
ΐγ+Γζ»

Γι.-Γ 2 .
ifr}2+fr?2

ГІ5+Г^5
ГІ5' + ГІ5'
i*Th+f*rL·

ГІ5"-ГЬ·
rls-ris
"b'-frls·

£*Γ?5·+£*Γ|5'
fr?5+frb

fr?5-frb
f*r?5'-f*rÌ5·

+

в.
tt

2

Ri*

+

fr?5' frb'

f*r? 5 -f*ri 5

Гі+г 2
frl^ifrh'

Γ1-Γ2

ГІ5+Г?5
г}5.+г|5.
frb+frâs
fr?5'+fr|5'

ГІ5'-ГІ5'
ГІ5-ГІ5
f*rÎ5'-f*r!5·
f*r?5-f*rf 5

f*r? 5+ f*ri 5

frîs'-fris'

f*r? 5 .+f*rj5'

£Г?5-"^5

Гі+Г}2+аГ?2
іг2і

Гх-сіг-ас^г

,+

Г?5 ГІ5'

ІЪГ?5+сГІ5

Г? 5 .+Г|5'

-ІГ?5 Г^5

ІЬГ? 5 +сГ| 5

Notes:

+

-rîs'+rls'

Гі-С?2+аС?2
ГІ 5 '+Г^ 5 .
+Г

ІГІ5 ?5

ІЬГ}5+сГ^5 Гі-СІ 2 -аСК 2
+Г

-ГІ5' І5'

І Г

2'

Гі+с5 2 +аС? 2

f = - J - Іі/З
СІ2= 1 Г І 2 - i ^ r î z
CÎ2= І Г І 2 + ^/ЗГ? 2
С ? 2 = К З Г І 2 - I Г?2
с і 2 - і / з г 1 2 + i Г?2
a, b and с are independent v a r i a b l e s
The reduces Г r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s are shown up to fourth o r d e r .
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TABLE Α.9

Used К(тг/а,і /а,іі/а) centered symmetry adapted polynomials

r1:l;R?-,R1\xlt+y,t+zlt

ΐγ :-

Гг··-

Гг' :xyz,R2xyz

г} 2 :/3(х 2 -у 2 );/3(х 1 , -у ц );/ЗК 2 (х 2 -у 2 )

г} 2 , :xyz/3(x 2 -y 2 )

rf 2 :2z 2 -x 2 -y 2 ;2 Z l , - x l , -y , t ;R 2 (2z 2 -x 2 -y 2 )

Г? 2 ' :xyz(2z 2 -x 2 -y 2 )

r}5:x;x 3 ;xR 2 ;x 5 ; xR1* ;x3R2;x(xl*+y4+z1*)

r j 5 . :xy(x 2 -y 2 )

rJ 5 :z(x 2 -y 2 );zR 2 (x 2 -y 2 ) ;z 3 (x 2 -y 2 )

Γ^ι :xy;xyz2;xyR2

Note: The other basis functions can be obtained by cyclic permutations
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АРРЕМЛХ В : TIMING AWP THE API 20В Ш\

PROCESSOR

Timing
The running APW code is a CPU-time consuming program. A basis of 300
APW functions is needed to get a convergence of eigenvalues to 2 mRy.
This APW matrix of rank 300 has tobe diagonalized in order to obtain the
resulting lowest eigenvalues. The application of Löwdin perturbation to
this matrix is inapplicable because the non-diagonal elements are not
small enough compared to the diagonal elements. This is due to the fact
that the energy bands are close to each other, so their mutual interaction is large. Thus the full matrix has to be diagonalized. This is
done by the EISPACK routines TRED3 and TQLl. The first reduces the
matrix toa tridiagonal matrix; the second routine calculates the eigenvalues from the tridiagonal matrix. TRED3 consumes the most CPU-time
(see table B.1).

TABLE В.1

Execution time (in seconds) of the three main steps in an
APW run on different computers

dimension

step

99

setup
TRED3
TQLl

249

setup
TRED3
TQLl

305

setup
TRED3
TQLl

speed ratio's

122

CY73

CY176

CY750 IBM370

2.5
1.5
0. 1

126
310
14

41
85
5

9
5.5
1.5

VAX-11

AP120B

11.7

9.8
1.8

13

43

102

21
1

84
5

182
11

18
38
2

63
152
6

183

1.5

60

3 (20)

The first three computers listed in table B.l are CDC's with a 60
bit word length and have a round off. The CYBER73 and 176 have been
recently taken out of operation. On the IBM 370/158 computer the APW
code runs in single precision. Since the 370 computer series work with
hexadecimal numbers, as well as all IBM equipment and do not round off,
the APW eigenvalues determined from these different computers differ in
the third digit for a matrix of 300x300. The VAX-11/780 computer in
contrast to the other computers is a midi. On the VAX the APW program
runs in single precision but numbers are rounded. There resulting eigenvalues are equal to the first 7 digits of the CDC results. The APW
program is adapted to the VAX because the AP120B array processor is
attached to this machine.

AP120B array

processor

The term array processor (AP) is not immediately clear, because there
exist two types of AP's. The first type is a pipelined. This type is
called an AP because it is designed for array processing. To this type
belongs the AP120B, produced by Floating Point Systems. The second type
is the matrix AP. This type is built of an one- or two-dimensional array
of processor units. Nowadays there exists matrix AP's of size up to
128x128.
The schematics of the pipelined AP AP120B is shown in figure B.l.
The floating point adder is a two stage adder and the multiplier a three
stage multiplier, both with rounding. An example: one wants to calculate
the dot product of a N-dimensional vector of single precision real
numbers (28 bit mantissa). Then at a rate of one machine cycle equal to
167 nsec.each of the vector components are included in the final dot
product. This rate is achieved by the pipelined structure of the arithmetic units and the independence of the different system buses.
The work done on the AP120B implements the EISPACK routine TRED3.
The FPS mathematical library already contains a TRED routine but at that
time there were some program errors in the object code of the library.
The FORTRAN source code was compiled with the AP FORTRAN cross-compiler.
The object code produced by this compiler was far from optimal: bad use
of the bus

independency (no loop folding) and all variables, even the
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ARITHMETIC

1 ι

Figure
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B.J:

AP120B arithmetia

1

paths

loop variables, were stored in the main data memory. The execution times
obtained from this non-optimal TRED3 routine are listed in the last
column of table B.l. The 305 dimension could not be performed because of
16 bits integer limitations. To do a 305 run one needs to cut the matrix
in different array's.
By comparing the APASSEMBLER listing of the TRED2 routine from the
library and the object listing of TRED3 produced by the APFORTRAN compiler we deduced a factor 7 in the execution times between the two
programs. Thus under the speed ratio's in table B.l a factor 20 is
listed.
In conclusion the AP 120B will be a factor 3 fasther in diagonalisation than the luxurious and substantially more expensive CYBER750
from CDC.
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SUMMARY

In this

thesis we have described

electronic

structure

interpenetrating

of the

a theoretical investigation

on the

two A-15 compounds NbjSn and NbßSb. The

linear chains of A atoms represent

the single most

important and significant feature of the A-15 crystal structure. For the
calculation of the

energy bands the Augmented Plane Wave (APW) method

was extended and adapted to the A-15 structure. In general the APW method
utilizes the muffin-tin

approximation to the full crystal potential: a

completely spherically symmetric potential within spheres of the largest
possible radius centered on the nuclei and

a constant potential in the

interstitial region. Because of the closeness of the Nb atoms along a
chain, the muffin-tin approximation would be poor for any A-15 material.
Two additional corrections to the muffin-tin form of the potential were
systematically included in the APW secular matrix elements in this work.
Our non self-consistent band structures were used, first fitted to
the generalized

k.p

matrices, to calculate density

of states, Fermi

surface and superconductivity parameters.
The results obtained for NbßSn, a superconductor with a high critical
temperature (Tc=18 Κ ) , lead

to the following picture. The

calculated

density of states which shows similarities to the measured XPS spectrum
has a large density of states at the Fermi level and shows a steep drop
just above the Fermi energy. The high density of states at E F is common
among other A-15 compounds with a high T c . This

characteristic, valid

for all transition metals and transition metal compounds, can according
to BCS theory lead to high T c 's. The anomalous
of the magnetic
drop of

susceptibility

temperature

the density of states at Ep. The validity of the

Fermi surface can be deduced

dependence

can directly be related to the

rapid

calculated

from several experiments, namely, the de

Haas-van Alphen effect and positron annihilation. Results from the dHvA
effect fit the calculated frequency spectrum of the M centered ellipsoids.
Positron annihilation data represents reasonably well
boxlike Fermi
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surface sheets. The calculations

of

the Γ centered

the average

Fermi

velocity

and

of other

derivative of the

transport quantities

energy bands gives good

values. The averaged Fermi velocity forms
the upper critical field
anisotropy parameters
The ob initio

anisotropy

show that

even the mean

agreement with experimental
the basis for

the theory of

of a superconductor. The

obtained

can be compared to global experimental

results.

NbßSn energy bands show that linear character is present

in the electronic structure.
Incontrasi to МЬзЗп, МЬзБЬ is not a high T c superconductor. Although
these two A-15 compounds differ by only one valence electron per В side
atom, Nb3Sb does not show the anomalous properties of КЪзБп. The density
of states of МЬзЗЬ on a global scale is equivalent to that of МЬзЗп,
except now

the Fermi level

falls above

the niobium d

band

manifold

resulting in a small density of states at Ep. Hence, high-massed boxlike
Fermi surface

sheets have disappeared

in ЫЬзЗЬ. The M centered

hole

ellipsoids and R centered electron pockets form the basis for which the
de Haas-van Alphen and the Shubnikov-de Haas measurements were completely
explained. The previously

unobserved magnetic

breakdown

orbit

can be

derived from our Fermi surface.
In their papers both Mattheiss and Weger have stressed the impor
tance and

difficulty of high precision A-15 band structures. Based on

the excellent agreement we have found with a host of experimental data,
we believe

that

the results presented in this thesis can be

reliably

applied as a basis to understanding the interesting and anomalous properties
of A-15 materials.
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In dit proefschrift wordt een theoretisch onderzoek naar de elektronenstruktuur van de A-15 verbindingen

NbßSn en Nb-jSb beschreven. Inherent

aan de A-15 kristalstruktuur zijn de lineaire ketens van de A atomen, in
genoemde verbindingen niobium. Om inzicht te krijgen in het gedrag van
de elektronen

in deze verbindingen

is de Augmented

Plane Wave (APW)

methode uitgebreid en aangepast aan de A-15 struktuur. De standaard APW
methode past de muffin-tin benadering toe op de kristalpotentiaal: een
geheel sferisch
de atoomposities

symmetrische

potentiaal in liefst maximale bollen rond

en een konstante

potentiaal

in de

tussenruimten. De

aanwezigheid van de A atoom ketens in A-15 verbindingen maakt opheffing
van de muffin-tin benadering noodzakelijk. Hiertoe worden in onze berekeningen systematisch twee extra termen aan de APW-matrixelementen toegevoegd.
De aldus verkregen

niet zelf-consistente

bandenstrukturen

zijn

gebruikt, via de toepassing van een gegeneraliseerde k.p interpolatiemethode, om toestandsdichtheden, Fermi oppervlakken en supergeleidingsparameters te berekenen.
Voor МЬзЗп, een supergeleider
(T =18 K ) , is het navolgende beeld
dichtheid vertoont

met een hoge kritische temperatuur
verkregen. De berekende

toestands

overeenkomst met het gemeten XPS-spectrum. Karakte

ristiek zijn de grote waarde aan het Fermi nivo en een groot verval iets
boven het Fermi nivo. De grote toestandsdichtheid voor de Fermi energie
is kenmerkend voor de A-15 verbindingen met een hoge T c . Deze eigenschap
geldt voor

alle overgangsmetalen

en overgangsmetaal

verbindingen

en

kan juist volgens de BCS-theorie een hoge T c opleveren. De gemeten grote
temperatuurafhankelijkheid van de magnetische susceptibiliteit staat in
verband met het grote verval in de toestandsdichtheid aan het Fermi nivo.
De nauwkeurigheid van het berekende Fermi oppervlak

kan worden bepaald

uit een vergelijk met positron annihilatie meetresultaten en met metingen
van het de Haas-van Alphen

effect. De positron annihilatie

resultaten

geven de doosachtige Г-gecentreerde delen van het Fermi oppervlak weer.
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De resultaten van het dHvA effect komen overeen met het berekende fre
quentiespectrum van

de M-gecentreerde

gemiddelde snelheid

aan het

ellipsen. De berekening

Fermi oppervlak

en van

van de

andere transport-

grootheden laat zien dat zelfs de gemiddelde afgeleide van de energie
banden goede overeenkomst vertoont met de gemeten waarde. De gemiddelde
Fermi snelheid vormt de basis voor de berekening van de anisotropie in
het

tweede kritische magneetveld van

een supergeleider. De verkregen

anisotropieparameters zijn te vergelijken met experimentele resultaten.
Helaas

zijn

slechts

globale

metingen bekend. De ab initio

berekening

van de Nb^Sn energiebanden laat zien dat er stellig lineair karakter in
de elektronenstruktuur aanwezig is.
NbjSb heeft

in tegenstelling tot МЬзЗп

geen hoge T c en mist ook de

andere fascinerende fysische eigenschappen van NbßSn. Toch is het verschil
tussen NbßSn

slechts één valentie elektron per В atoom. De

en NbßSb

toestandsdichtheid

van МЬзЗЬ is globaal gelijk

aan die van NbßSn, maar

het Fermi ñivo valt nu iets boven de niobium sub-d-band. Daardoor is de
toestandsdichtheid aan het Fermi ñivo klein. Het Fermi oppervlak mist nu
de doosachtige strukturen, maar de M-gecentreerde ellipsen zijn gebleven.
Samen met de R-gecentreerde elektron delen vormen ze het uitgangspunt om
de de Haas-van Alphen

en de

Shubnikov-de Haas metingen

Zelfs de onlangs waargenomen magnetische breakdown

te verklaren.

kan worden afgeleid

uit ons Fermi oppervlak.
Mattheiss

en Weger

en de moeilijkheid van
Uitgaand

van

hebben beiden

in hun publicaties

nauwkeurige A-15 bandenstrukturen

de voortreffelijke

overeenkomsten met

het

belang

benadrukt.

een veelvoud

van

experimentele gegevens, geloven we dat de in dit proefschrift beschreven
resultaten als uitgangspunt

kunnen worden gebruikt om de

interessante

en onregelmatige eigenschappen van de A-15 verbindingen te doorgronden.
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